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Abstract

In 1985, Edward Nelson, who is known for the foundation of a theory called ,,stochastic mechanics”,
made an interesting remark about Bell’s theorem. Nelson analysed the theorem in the light of classical
fields, which behave randomly. He found that if a stochastic hidden variable theory fulfils certain condi-
tions, the inequalities of John Bell could be violated. Moreover, Nelson was able to prove that this could
happen without any instantaneous communication between the two spatially separated measurement sta-
tions. Since Nelson’s paper got almost overlooked by physicists, we try to review his comments on the
theorem. We argue, that a modification of Nelson’s stochastic mechanics, published recently in “Annalen
der Physik“, can be extended to a theory which fulfils the requirements from Nelson’s analysis. The ar-
ticle proceeds to derive the quantum mechanical formalism of spinning particles and the Pauli equation
from the said formalism. Then, we investigate Bohm’s version of the EPR experiment. Additionally,
other setups like entanglement swapping or time and position correlations are shortly explained from
the viewpoint of our local model. Finally, we mention, that the theory could perhaps be relativistically
extended and useful for the formulation of quantum mechanics in curved space-times.
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1 Introduction

In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) wrote an article, in which they denied that quantum theory
would be a complete theory of nature [1]. Around1951, Bohm gave a more testable outline of the so
called “EPR paradox” [2,3]. He described a thought experiment with one source that ejects particles having
opposite spin to two separate Stern-Gerlach magnets of variable orientations. Then, in1964 John S. Bell
published a theorem about this paradox in the form of an inequality. It made clear, that hidden variable
theories which fulfil certain conditions would be in difference with quantum mechanics. Bell called these
conditions “locally causal” and the most detailed explanation of this term was made by him in [7].

In his first publication about that topic, Bell wrote: “If hidden parameters would be added to quantum
mechanics, there must be a mechanism, whereby the setting ofone measuring device can influence another
spatially separated device”, and the signal involved has to“propagate instantaneously” [4]. However, Bell’s
first contribution underwent several modifications. Over the years, more and more instructive proofs of his
inequality were constructed by him and others. A collectionwith all of Bell’s fundamental articles can be
found in [5]. Finally in1969, the inequality was brought by Clauser, Holt, Shimony and Horne (CHSH)
into a form, suitable for experimental investigation [6].

In 1985, Princeton mathematician Edward Nelson tried to analyse Bell’s theorem with full mathemat-
ical rigour. The result of his analysis was, that Bell’s definition of “locally causal” which is the starting
point to derive Bell’s inequalities, could be divided into two separate conditions. Both were necessary to
derive the inequalities, but only one of them has to hold, if ahidden parameter theory should not include
instantaneous signals. Nelson published his result twice [8, 9] (with a small correction in [10] to make the
theorem compatible with Mermin’s presentation [11]) and there exist works from mathematicians e.g. [12],
giving further insightful analysis of it. Unfortunately, Nelson’s articles got almost overlooked by physicists.
The reason might be, that they were written in the language ofadvanced mathematical probability theory.
Another reason was, that Edward Nelson found his own interpretation of quantum mechanics [17,18] to be
in difference with the requirements of his theorem for a model without instantaneous signalling effects.

Since the author is aware, that physicists are sometimes nottrained in mathematical probability theory,
this article begins with an overview of the necessary mathematical concepts in section2. After that, we
review Nelson’s contribution towards a mathematically rigorous understanding of Bell’s inequalities in
section3. The physical implications of that analysis are discussed in section4. A recent modification of
Nelson’s stochastic mechanics, published in “Annalen der Physik” [19], is the topic of section5. There it is
shown, that this theory fulfils Nelson’s requirements for a local hidden variable model which is compatible
with quantum mechanics. In section6, we extend this theory to include spinning particles described by
the Pauli equation. Entangled spin states are discussed in section7, where it is shown in detail how their
correlations emerge without any instantaneous signallingeffects. In section8, we review some arguments
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against Nelson’s thoughts about Bell’s theorem which have occurred in the literature. We come to the
conclusion that these arguments are unfounded. Finally, wemention the possible use of our theory for a
reasonable foundation of quantum mechanics in curved space-times at section9.

2 Review of mathematical probability theory

2.1 Probability spaces

Probabilistic experiments are described with a so called probability space(Ω,F ,P). The setΩ consists of
the theoretically possible outcomesω ∈ Ω. Sets of outcomes are called events. The latter can be combined,
to form new events by intersection, union and complement. IfA is an event, then the complementary event
∁A denotes the set of all outcomes not inA. If A andB are events, the eventA ∩B defines the outcomes,
which are in bothA andB. Similarly, the eventA ∪B consists of all outcomes, which are inA or inB.

Often, one wants to consider a collection of events that may be freely combined by these operations.
Therefore, we define the terminology of a sigma algebraF on Ω. Whenever new events are formed by
intersection, union or complement, the resulting event is still in F . A sigma algebraF is determined by the
following properties:

• The setΩ ∈ F

• For all setsA ∈ F ⇒ ∁A ∈ F

• For every sequence(An)n∈N
of sets inF , the union

⋃

nAn is in F .

Every systemγ of subsets fromΩ determines a so called smallest sigma algebraσ(γ) on Ω. This sigma
algebra is defined by:

• γ ⊆ σ(γ)

• For all sigma algebrasF onΩ, whereγ ⊆ F , we haveσ(γ) ⊆ F

We say, thatσ(γ) is generated byγ.
For example, ifγ is just one setγ ⊆ Ω, we haveσ(γ) =

{

Ω,∅, γ, ∁γ
}

.
A second example may be given with the experiment of tossing two coins that come up heads{H} or

tails {T }. The corresponding set of theoretically possible outcomesis Ω = {HH,HT, TH, TT }. We can
defineγ as a partition ofΩ into 4 events{HH}, {HT }, {TH} and{TT }. Accordingly, the sigma algebra
σ(γ) consists of the sure eventΩ, the impossible event∅, the events in the partition and the10 possible
different unions of them. Another system of subsetsγ ′ would be a partition ofΩ into three events{HH},
{HT ⋃TH} and{TT }. Similarly, the sigma algebraσ(γ ′) generated byγ ′ consists ofΩ, ∅, the three
events in the partition and their three possible different unions. We observe, thatσ(γ ′) ⊂ σ(γ). For this
reason,σ(γ ′) is called a sub-sigma algebra ofσ(γ).

Finally, one needs a probability measureP to define a probability space. It is a functionP : Ω 7→ [0, 1]
that fulfils the properties below:

• For the sure eventΩ, we haveP (Ω) ≡ 1.

• The probability of the impossible event∅ is P (∅) ≡ 0.

• ∀A ∈ F , we get0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1.

• ∀A,B ∈ F , we haveP (A
⋂

B) + P (A
⋃

B) = P (A) + P (B)

In later sections, we will often investigate events which are called equivalent. Those are two eventsA,B ∈
F , where the event thatA happens is determined byB happening and vice-versa. Equivalence of events
can be expressed as

P (A) = P
(

A
⋂

B
)

= P (B) . (1)
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2.2 Random variables and stochastic processes

Let Ω be a set andF be a sigma algebra onΩ. Then we say, that(Ω,F) is a measurable space and all
setsA ∈ F are called measurable sets. With two measurable spaces(Ω,F) and (Ω′,F ′), a mapping
T : Ω 7→ Ω′ is calledF -measurable, ifT−1(A′) ∈ F for all A′ ∈ F ′.

Often, one is not interested in a single event, but on more complex data related to a probabilistic exper-
iment. This maybe the sum of the numbers on a dice, after it wasrolled for two times. Using a probability
space(Ω,F ,P) and a measurable space(Ω′,F ′), these values can be described with anF -measurable
mapping:

X : Ω 7→ Ω′ (2)

Such a mapping is called an(Ω′,F ′)-random variable. In caseX is integrable onΩ with respect toP, it
has an expectation value

EX [X ] ≡
∫

Ω

XdP. (3)

A simple random variable for eventsA ∈ F is given by the indicator function:

1A(ω) ≡
{

1 if ω ∈ A

0 if ω 6∈ A
(4)

Obviously,1A(ω) isF -measurable. Furthermore, it can be used, to compute the probability of an eventA:

EX(1A) =

∫

Ω

1AdP = P (A) (5)

We define for any setA′ ∈ Ω′ the event
(

X−1(A′)
)

≡ {X ∈ A′} and write{A′} for short. We call
{A′} the event, thatX lies inA′ and say{A′} is generated byX . The probability of{A′} to happen is
P
(

X−1(A′)
)

and we will abbreviate it asPX {A′}.
With this notation, we say that two random variablesX andY are equivalent underP if, for any set

A′ ∈ F ′, the following relation holds:

PX {A′} = PY {A′} (6)

Sometimes, we have partial knowledge of an experiment and that knowledge is contained in a sub sigma
algebraFsub ⊂ F on a probability space(Ω,F ,P). It may be, that we want to compute the probability of
an eventA ∈ F given the information inFsub. Therefore, one defines the so called conditional probability
with respect to the hypothesisFsub.

We assume, thatFsub is generated by a partition ofΩ into I = {1, . . . , n} finite or I = N countable
infinite disjoint sets(Bi)i∈I ∈ F , whereΩ =

⋃

i∈I Bi, andP (Bi) > 0. The conditional probability of an
eventA ∈ F with respect to an eventBi ∈ Fsub, whereFsub = σ (Bi; i ∈ I), is given by

PBi
(A) ≡ P(A

⋂

Bi)

P(Bi)
=

1

P(Bi)

∫

1A1BdP =
1

PBi

(1Bi
P)(A). (7)

We observe, that this expression basically defines a new probability measure. We can compute the expecta-
tion value of a random variableX with respect toPBi

and obtain

EXBi
[X ] ≡

∫

XdPBi
=

1

P(Bi)

∫

Bi

XdP. (8)

Equation (8) can be used, to define a new random variable:

EX [X |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ] ≡
∑

i∈I
EXBi

[X ]1Bi
(9)

The latter is called the conditional expectation value ofX with respect to the hypothesisσ (Bi; i ∈ I).
Obviously,EX [X |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) )] is measurable with respect toσ (Bi; i ∈ I). Moreover, we can integrate
EX [X |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ] on any setBi ∈ σ (Bi; i ∈ I) and observe, that

∫

Bi

EX [X |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ] dP = EXBi
[X ]P(Bi) =

∫

Bi

XdP. (10)
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With the conditional expectation value, we are in the position to define the conditional probability of an
eventA ∈ F with respect to the hypothesisσ (Bi; i ∈ I) by

P (A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) ≡ EX [1A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ] =
∑

i∈I
PBi

(A)1Bi
=
∑

i∈I

P(A
⋂

Bi)

P(Bi)
1Bi

. (11)

It is a random variable, which can be interpreted as the revised probability corresponding to a given outcome
ω ∈ Ω, that an eventA ∈ F will occur, given the extra information about which events in σ (Bi; i ∈ I)
occur forω. Obviously,P (A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) fulfils the following properties:

• 0 ≤ P (A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) ≤ 1 for all eventsA ∈ F and outcomes inΩ.

• P (A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) is measurable with respect toσ (Bi; i ∈ I).

• Using eq. (10), we getEX [P (A |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) )] = P(A) for all A ∈ F .

• For an eventBi ∈ σ (Bi, ; i ∈ I), one hasP (A
⋂

Bi |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) = P(A) for outcomes inBi and
P (A

⋂

Bi |σ (Bi; i ∈ I) ) = 0 for outcomes not inBi.

In physical situations, one often has randomness which varies over a parameter, for example time. This
gives raise to the definition of a stochastic process. With a probability space(Ω,F ,P) and a measurable
space(Ω′,F ′), a stochastic process is defined as a family of(Ω′,F ′)-random variables

(Xt)t∈I : Ω 7→ Ω′. (12)

The parametert is called parameter-set and lies in an intervalI. The measurable space(Ω′,F ′) is called
state space. We say, that a stochastic process is markovian,if the likely-hood of a given future state depends
only on the present state of the process.

2.3 Enlarged probability spaces

Often, an experiment happens in more than one probability space. For example, we might toss a coin
and a dice. The coin has two theoretically possible outcomeswhereas the dice has six. Hence, their
events take place in two different probability spaces. Nevertheless, there exists a joint probability for the
events of the two experiments. In such situations, it necessary to define an enlarged probability space

(Ω,F ,P) ≡
(

∏N
i=1 Ωi,

⊗N
i=1 Fi,P

)

, whereN ∈ N.

On the enlarged probability space, the set

Ω ≡
N
∏

i=1

Ωi ≡ Ω1×, . . . ,×ΩN (13)

is a Cartesian product. It consists of theoretically possible outcomesω ∈ Ω, whereω ≡ ∏N
i=1 ωi and

ωi ∈ Ωi.
Assume, we haveN measurable spaces(Ωi,Fi), where1 ≤ i ≤ N , a setΩ andN mappings

pi : Ω 7→ Ωi. Now, we want to consider the system of subsets onΩ which is defined through

p−1
i (Fi) ≡

{

p−1
i (Ai) : Ai ∈ Fi

}

. (14)

Obviously, the sigma algebra generated by the system
⋃N
i=1 p

−1
i (Fi) is the smallest one, which all theN

functionspi are measurable with respect to. We denote this sigma algebraby

F ≡
N
⊗

i=1

Fi ≡ σ

(

N
⋃

i=1

p−1
i (Fi)

)

(15)

and we will use it on the enlarged probability space.
Again, sets of outcomes on the enlarged probability space are called events and the operations union,

intersection and complement can be applied on events to formnew ones. For two eventsA =
∏N
i=1Ai

5



andB ≡ ∏N
i=1 Bi, whereA,B ∈⊗N

i=1 Fi, the union event is defined asA
⋃

B =
∏N
i=1(Ai

⋃

Bi). The
intersection event is given byA

⋂

B =
∏N
i=1(Ai

⋂

Bi) and the complement ofA is ∁A =
∏N
i=1 ∁Ai.

Finally, the probability measure on the enlarged probability space is a functionP :
∏N
i=1 Ωi 7→ [0, 1].

For an eventA =
∏N
i=1 Ai with A ∈⊗N

i=1 Fi, we write

P(A) ≡ P

(

N
⋂

i=1

Ai

)

. (16)

LetXi : Ω 7→ Ω′
i be a family ofN (Ω′

i,F ′
i)-random variables, where1 ≤ i ≤ N , for events on an arbi-

trary probability space(Ω,F ,P). These random variables can be used, to define an
(

∏N
n=1 Ω

′
i,
⊗N

i=1 F ′
i

)

-

product random variable

Y ≡
N
⊗

i=1

Xi : Ω 7→
N
∏

i=1

Ω′
i (17)

for eventsA ∈ F by

Y (A) ≡ (X1(A), . . . , XN (A)) . (18)

In the above definitions,(Ω,F ,P) can well be an enlarged probability space. In this case, it may be, that
there is a family ofN random variablesXi : Ωi 7→ Ω′

i, where where1 ≤ i ≤ N , which only map thei-th

component of eventsA =
∏N
i=1 Ai on the enlarged space

(

∏N
i=1 Ωi,

⊗N
i=1 Fi,P

)

to the measurable space

(Ω′
i,F ′

i). Then, we can define another
(

∏N
n=1 Ω

′
i,
⊗N

i=1 F ′
i

)

-product random variable

Y ≡
N
⊗

i=1

Xi :

N
∏

i=1

Ωi 7→
N
∏

i=1

Ω′
i (19)

for eventsA ∈⊗N
i=1 Fi by

Y (A) ≡ (X1(A1), . . . , XN (AN )) . (20)

For all setsA′ ≡ ∏N
i=1 A

′
i on the measurable space

(

∏N
i=1 Ω

′
i,
⊗N

i=1 F ′
i

)

, the event that a product

random variableY =
⊗N

i=1Xi lies inA′ is given by

{

Y ∈
N
∏

i=1

A′
i

}

≡
{

N
⋂

i=1

Xi ∈ A′
i

}

≡
(

N
⋂

i=1

X−1
i (A′

i)

)

. (21)

We abbreviate this event by{A′} and say that it is generated byY . The probability of its occurrence is

P

{

Y ∈
N
∏

i=1

A′
i

}

= P

(

N
⋂

i=1

X−1
i (A′

i)

)

. (22)

It will be written asPY {A′} orPN

N
i=1

Xi

{

⋂N
i=1A

′
i

}

.

3 Nelson’s analysis of Bell’s theorem

3.1 The setup of the EPR experiment in theory

An EPR experiment consists of two measurement devices1 and2 which are space-like separated, as well
as a particle source in the intersection of their past cones.The source ejectsj pairs of particles, where
1 ≤ j ≤ S ∈ N, to the two detectors. The particles in each pair have opposite spin and opposite momentum.
At each device, the direction of the spins is measured with a Stern-Gerlach magnet. These magnets can be
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→µ ν→

1 2

Figure 1: Drawing of an EPR experiment with Stern-
Gerlach magnets1, 2 and axes~µ, ~ν. The black dots il-
lustrate the particles moving to the detectors. Their spin
direction with respect to the~z axis is indicated by the
small arrows around them.

1 2

Past conePast cone

Source
S

Future cone
of 1

Future cone
of 2

of 2of 1

Figure 2: Space-time diagram of an EPR
experiment. The dashed arrows display
particle trajectories

rotated around an arbitrary direction, perpendicular to the axis of the particle trajectory~z. The direction of
the magnets is called~µ for detector1 and~ν for detector2 (see figs. 1, 2).

We set up two families of stochastic processesφj1t~z : Ωj1 7→ Ω′
j1 andφj2t~z : Ωj2 7→ Ω′

j2. The
processesφj1t~z andφj2t~z define the time dependent spin values of thej-th particles, which are sent to
detector1 and 2. They are called “spin trajectories” and their outcomes in the measurable spaces are
confined toΩ′

j1 = Ω′
j2 ≡ Ω′

j ≡ {↑, ↓}.
As parameter of the spin trajectories, the vector~z corresponds to the axis around which the described

particle rotates. If it rotates in the left direction with respect to~z, we haveφj1(2)t~z =↑ and a rotation in
the right direction is defined byφj1(2)t~z =↓. The valuet is the time, during which the particle flies. Both
particles start at timet = 0 from the source and arrive at timet = T , whereT > 0, in a Stern-Gerlach
magnet.

The measurement devices could change the particle’s properties, including the spin. In an EPR experi-
ment, the parts of the detectors that might influence the particles are the axes~µ and~ν. They can be chosen by
the experimenter at will. With the Stern-Gerlach magnets, we have to describe our measurement results by
device dependent random variables. For the two detectors1 and2, we define two axis dependent families of
random variablesDj1~µ : Ωj1D 7→ Ω′

j1D andDj2~ν : Ωj2D 7→ Ω′
j2D, whereΩ′

j1D = Ω′
j2D = Ω′

j = {↑, ↓}.
Since the random variables depend on the setting of the Stern-Gerlach magnets, we write their outcomes
on the measurable space in an axis dependent notation asσj1~µ andσj2~ν . However, the way, how the events
generated byDj1~µ andDj2~ν are connected to those generated by the processesφj1t~z andφj2t~z will be
postponed at the moment.

The results at the detectors could depend on the preparationof the particles by the source. We say, that
the corresponding events happen at preparation stage. Theyare generated by a product random variable

Sj12 ≡ φj1,t=0~z ⊗ φj2,t=0~z : (Ωj1 × Ωj2) 7→
(

Ω′
j1 × Ω′

j2

)

. (23)

The axis dependent family of product random variables

Xj1~µ2~ν ≡ Dj1~µ⊗Sj12⊗Dj2~ν : (Ωj1D × Ωj1 × Ωj2 × Ωj2D) 7→
(

Ω′
j1D × Ω′

j1 × Ω′
j2 × Ω′

j2D

)

(24)

generates events on an enlarged probability space. We use that probability space to define two new families
of random variables

φj1~µ : (Ωj1D × Ωj1 × Ωj2 × Ωj2D) 7→ Ω′
j1D, (25)

φj2~ν : (Ωj1D × Ωj1 × Ωj2 × Ωj2D) 7→ Ω′
j2D. (26)

They provide information about the measurement results at the detectors. Sinceφj1~µ andφj2~ν are functions
of events on the enlarged probability space, their construction will make it finally possible to investigate the
relationship between the events happening at the detectorsand the ones at preparation stage. The definition
of φj1~µ is

{

Xj1~µ2~ν =
(

σj1~µ
⋂

Ω′
j1

⋂

Ω′
j2

⋂

Ω′
j2D

)}

≡ {φj1~µ = σj1~µ} (27)
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and similarly,φj2~ν is defined through
{

Xj1~µ2~ν =
(

Ω′
j1D

⋂

Ω′
j1

⋂

Ω′
j2

⋂

σj2~ν

)}

≡ {φj2~ν = σj2~ν} . (28)

The events generated byφj1~µ will be denoted by{σj1~µ}. These events generate a sigma algebra,
which will be calledFj1. Similarly, we say that the random variableφj2~ν generates events{σj2~ν} which
themselves generate the sigma algebraFj2.

Due to the definitions of{σj1~µ} and{σj2~ν}, the two sigma algebrasFj1 andFj2 only contain infor-
mation about the events in the left and right detector.

Additionally, we define a third sigma algebraFjS which only contains the knowledge about the events
at preparation stage. It is generated by

{

Xj1~µ2~ν =
(

Ω′
j1D

⋂ ↑ ⋂ ↓ ⋂Ω′
j2D

)}

and
{

Xj1~µ2~ν =
(

Ω′
j1D

⋂ ↓ ⋃ ↑ ⋂Ω′
j2D

)}

.
Particularly, we will be interested in the joint probability of the events that happen at the detectors. They

are generated by a family of product random variables

φj1~µ ⊗ φj2~ν : (Ωj1D × Ωj1 × Ωj2 × Ωj2D) 7→
(

Ω′
j1D × Ω′

j2D

)

, (29)

whose definition is
{

Xj1~µ2~ν =
(

σj1~µ
⋂

Ω′
j1

⋂

Ω′
j2

⋂

σj2~ν

)}

≡
{

φj1~µ ⊗ φj2~ν =
(

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~ν

)}

. (30)

Since this family of random variables depends on the axes of both detectors, we must use an axis
dependent family of probability measuresPφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

for it.
There may still be situations, where we are interested in only one event{σj1~µ} or {σj2~ν} at a single

detector. Hence, we define the notations

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ} ≡ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ
⋂

Ω′
j2D

}

(31)

and

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν} ≡ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

Ω′
j1D

⋂

σj2~ν

}

. (32)

Now, the mathematical structure needed to analyse the EPR experiment in full has been completely
defined.

3.2 Active locality

At first, Nelson defined two different forms of locality: Active locality and passive locality. The meaning
of active locality is:

Whatever axes the experimenter selects at one measurement device, e.g. at2, it does not change the
probabilities of an event happening at1, as long as1 does not lie in the future cone of2. Hence, active
locality corresponds to a “non-signalling” condition. If it is violated, one can send instantaneous signals
between two spatially separated locations. We can mathematically define active locality as follows:

The area of measurement station1 has to be disjoint from the future cone of station2. At 2, different
axes~ν 6= ~ν′ of the Stern-Gerlach magnet are chosen. These axes influencethe measurement results through
the random variablesφj2~ν andφj2~ν′ . We define a theory to be actively local, ifφj2~ν andφj2~ν′ are equivalent
underPφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σ1~µ}, or

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν′ {σj1~µ} . (33)

A similar condition should be true at2:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν} = Pφj1~µ′⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν} (34)

In eq. (34), the spatial region of2 must be disjoint from the future cone of1 and we should have~µ′ 6= ~µ for
the axes of detector1.

The events inFjS contain no information about the results at the detectors. Instead, they only define,
what has happened at the source. The latter is located disjoint from the future cones of the two measurement
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devices. Therefore, in an actively local theory, the probabilities of the events inFjS cannot be changed by
the detector’s axes.

We can condition the probabilities of{σj1~µ} ∈ Fj1 and{σj2~µ} ∈ Fj2 with respect to the hypoth-
esisFjS . Since the events inFjS do not depend on any detector setting,Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1~µ| FjS} and
Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν | FjS} will have similar properties as in the eqs. (33) and (34):

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ| FjS} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν′ {σj1~µ| FjS}

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν | FjS} = Pφj1~µ′⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν | FjS} (35)

3.3 Passive locality

In this subsection, we consider the joint probability of{σj1~µ} and{σj2~ν}. It gives information about events
which happen simultaneously at spatially separated locations1 and2. We say, that passive locality holds, if

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~ν

∣

∣

∣
FjS

}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ| FjS}Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν | FjS} (36)

for every pair of axes~µ and~ν.
It is possible, to have active locality without passive locality. Furthermore, a theory which violates

passive locality does not have to incorporate any signalling mechanism between the spatially separated
measurement stations1 and2. However, the true physical implications of the passive locality condition will
be postponed at the moment and analysed more closely in section4.

3.4 Nelson’s theorem

With the definitions above, quantum mechanics fulfils the following properties:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ =↑
⋂

σj2~µ =↓
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ =↓
⋂

σj2~µ =↑
}

= 1 (37)

|E (~µ, ~ν) + E (~µ, ~ν′) + E (~µ′, ~ν)− E (~µ′, ~ν′)| > 2 (38)

In eq. (38),E(~µ, ~ν) is the so called “correlation coefficient”, a function defined through:

E (~µ, ~ν) ≡ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ =↑ ⋂σj2~ν =↑}+ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1~µ =↓ ⋂σj2~ν =↓}
−Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1~µ =↑ ⋂σj2~ν =↓} − Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ =↓ ⋂σj2~ν =↑} . (39)

Equation (37) implies, that if the axes of the Stern-Gerlachdetectors are the same, the spin values measured
at 1 and2 are always opposite. Eq. (38) is, as shall be shown below, in conflict with theories where active
and passive locality hold. In Nelson’s form, Bell’s theoremstates: If active and passive locality hold eq.
(37) and eq. (38) cannot be fulfilled simultaneously. Nelson’s proof from [8, 9] (with corrections in [10])
goes as follows:

Passive locality demands for events{σj1~µ =↑} at1 and{σj2~ν =↓} at2, that:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ =↑
⋂

σj2~ν =↓
∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ =↑|FjS}

·Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν =↓|FjS} (40)

Active locality implies, that the actions which happen in2 can only affect anything in its future cone.
Since1 does not lie in that cone, nothing what happens in2 can affect the events measured at1. Therefore,
the random variablesφj2~ν andφj2~µ are equivalent for any result{σj1~µ}:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ =↑|FjS} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj1~µ =↑|FjS} ≡ P~µ (41)

An analogous expression is true for the events at2:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν =↓|FjS} = Pφj1~ν⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν =↓|FjS} (42)

On the other hand, eq. (37) yields{σj1~ν =↑} in the right side of eq. (42). Hence, we can write for the
coordinatesν:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν =↓|FjS} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1~ν =↑|FjS} ≡ P~ν (43)
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Plugging eq. (41) and eq. (43) back to eq. (40), we arrive at

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ =↑
⋂

σj2~ν =↓
∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= P~µP~ν . (44)

The sum of the probabilities for two complementary measurement results{σj2~ν =↑} and{σj2~ν =↓} at
2 must be unity. Therefore, with eq. (43), we get

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj2~ν =↑|FjS} = 1− P~ν . (45)

Since active locality holds, a similar result can be writtenfor the measurement results{σj1µ =↓} at1:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ =↓|FjS} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj1~µ =↓|FjS}
= 1− Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj1~µ =↑|FjS} = 1− P~µ (46)

Due to passive locality, we have for the events{σj1~µ =↓} and{σj2~ν =↑}, by using eq. (46) and eq. (45):

Pφ1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ =↓
⋂

σj2~ν =↑
∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= (1− P~µ) (1− P~ν) (47)

In the same way, we can derive the relations

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ =↑
⋂

σj2~ν =↑
∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= P~µ (1− P~ν) (48)

and

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ =↓
⋂

σj2~ν =↓
∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= (1− P~µ)P~ν . (49)

Because of eq. (48), eq. (49), eq. (44) and eq. (47), the correlation coefficient defined in eq. (39), but
with conditional probabilities, becomes:

E (~µ, ~ν| FjS) = P~µ (1− P~ν) + (1− P~µ)P~ν − P~µP~ν − (1− P~µ) (1− P~ν) (50)

Now, using four arbitrary axes~µ, ~µ′ and~ν, ~ν′ at the two stations1 and2, the following inequality can be
computed:

|E (~µ, ~ν| FjS) + E (~µ, ~ν′| FjS) + E (~µ′, ~ν| FjS)− E (~µ′, ~ν′| FjS)| ≤ 2 (51)

We got this result, because the conditional probabilities inE (~µ, ~ν| FjS) are all in the range
0 ≤ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1µ
⋂

σj2ν | FjS} ≤ 1. The unconditional probabilities can be calculated with the
expectation value of the conditional probabilities. Sincethe resulting probability measures are also in the
range0 ≤ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj1µ
⋂

σj2ν} ≤ 1, an analogous inequality must be true for them:

|E (~µ, ~ν) + E (~µ, ~ν′) + E (~µ′, ~ν)− E (~µ′, ~ν′)| ≤ 2 (52)

Eq. (52) is the so called Clauser-Holt-Shimony-Horne inequality [6]. It is a version of Bells statement in [4]

|E (~µ, ~ν)− E (~µ, ~ν′)| − E (~ν, ~ν′) ≤ 1, (53)

which can be similarly derived. Both eq. (52) and eq. (53) areviolated in quantum mechanics and this
violation was confirmed experimentally [20].

The analysis of Nelson leads to two possibilities: Since Bell’s inequalities can only be derived assuming
that active and passive localityholds, in a theory which reproduces quantum mechanics, either active
locality or passive localityhas to be violated. A violation of active locality would meanthat action at a
distance is possible. The physical implications of a violation of passive locality will be explored in the next
section.

It should be remarked, that Jarret arrived at a similar conclusion in [13], just one year before Nelson
published his analysis. Despite Jarret was not able to identify the correct probability space given by quantum
mechanics for the EPR experiment, one can find a preliminary definition of active and passive locality in
his publication.
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4 What the failure of passive locality implies - a deeper analysis

Stochastic processes can be constructed such, that they acton each particle actively local but still are violat-
ing passive locality. This was shown at first by Nelson with two examples in [8,9]. One was a rather ad-hoc
construction of a stochastic process fulfilling the Klein-Gordon equation and the other was a variant of
Nelson’s stochastic mechanics applied to relativistic field theory. Unfortunately the latter had no tempting
particle interpretation as Nelson’s original theory [17, 18] had, where particles move on stochastic paths.
Hence, this ,,stochastic field theory” was never developed extensively. The present article aims to show, that
a more physically motivated hidden variable theory published in [19] violates Bell’s inequalities without
any communication between the two measurement stations in the EPR setup. To reach our goal, we need to
analyse the implications of Nelson’s theorem further.

We begin by evaluating some deeper consequences of passive locality. Faris showed in [12], that pas-
sive locality, combined with relation (37) from quantum mechanics, leads immediately to another condition,
which he calls ,,deterministic passive locality”. Suppose, as in the EPR experiment, two spatially separated
events happen or not happen always together with probability 1. Then, deterministic passive locality states
that this must be, because they are determined by some randomevent at the prior preparation stage. There-
fore, all randomness lies in the preparation. Deterministic passive locality is defined mathematically as
follows:

Let the events{σj1~µ} ∈ Fj1 at 1 and{σj2~µ} ∈ Fj2 at 2 be equivalent with respect toPφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
and

passive locality hold. Then, there is an event{xj~z} ∈ FjS at preparation stage, which is equivalent to both
{σj1~µ} and{σj2~µ}.

In his contribution, Faris states that a similar result is presented by Redhead in [52] at pp. 101-102.
Redhead claims, it was discovered at first by Suppes and Zanotti in [14]. Recently, another derivation
was given by Conway and Kochen (who called it “free will theorem“ to emphasise its implication of the
particle’s random behaviour) [15]. They relate the statement given below to the famous Kochen-Specker
theorem [16]. The works of Conway, Kochen and Specker are using geometric arguments. In contrast, the
derivation of this article relies on probability theory andwill explicitly use the property of passive locality.
The two different methods to prove the same lemma demonstrate an interesting connection between Bell’s
theorem and the one of Kochen-Specker. Our derivation, willfollow closely the lines of Faris in [12]:

Passive locality demands, that

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS}Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj2~µ| FjS} (54)

and because of0 ≤ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ

⋂

σj2~µ| FjS} ≤ 1, we have

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

≤ Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS} . (55)

With section2, we can compute the unconditional probabilities of{σj1~µ} and{σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~ν} by:

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ} = EX

[

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS}

]

(56)

and

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

}

= EX
[

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}]

. (57)

The events{σj1~µ} and{σj2~µ} are defined such, that they are equivalent underPφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
, or

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj2~µ} . (58)

Hence, it follows from eq. (56) and eq. (57), that their expectation values are equal. Accordingly, we can
conclude from eq. (55), that

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS} (59)

and similarly

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj2~µ| FjS} . (60)
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Using the assumption of passive locality, we get with eq. (59) and eq. (60):

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~µ

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS}Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj2~µ| FjS}
=

(

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS}

)2
. (61)

This implies, that the conditional probabilityPφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS} can only have the two values0

or 1. We denote the event, when this random variable has the valueone by{xj1~z}. Since
Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj1~µ| FjS} is measurable with respect toFjS , it follows that{xj1~z} ∈ FjS .
If we compute the unconditional probability of{xj1~z} with the expectation value, we observe, that

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ} = Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{xj1~z} (62)

and

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{

σj1~µ
⋂

xj1~z

}

= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{xj1~z} . (63)

The eqs. (62) and (63) lead to the conclusion that{xj1~z} ∈ FjS is equivalent to the event{σj1~µ} ∈ Fj1.
From

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj1~µ| FjS} =

(

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj2~µ| FjS}

)2
(64)

it follows, that the conditional probabilityPφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{σj2~µ| FjS} is equal toPφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ

{σj1~µ| FjS}.
The same calculation as in the eq. (63) for{σj2~µ} then shows, that{xj1~z} is equivalent to{σj2~µ} also.

Deterministic passive locality, which is a consequence of passive locality plus the observed equivalent
events of quantum mechanics states: Every event at the detectors must be determined by another one at
preparation stage.

The failure of deterministic passive locality implies for the spin trajectories in a hidden variable descrip-
tion of the EPR experiment: During the time of its flight from the source to the measurement apparatus,
each particle has to undergo a stochastic process, constantly changing its spin orientation from up to down
and vice-versa, with all events not determined by an earlierone at the source. Additionally, because of eq.
(37), the spin directions of the two particles in every pair have to be opposite at any time. For a theory
compatible with relativity theory, this all must happen such, that active locality is preserved.

If these conditions can be fulfilled, Bell’s inequalities will be violated without instantaneous signalling
between the two measurement stations1 and2. As shall be shown in the next sections of this article, there
is no reason to believe, that hidden variable theories are unable to do so.

5 The locality problem in the hidden variable theory of Fritsche and
Haugk

5.1 Derivation of the single particle Schr̈odinger equation from Brownian motion

In 2003, L. Fritsche and M. Haugk [19] published a modification of Nelson’s stochastic mechanics. It is, in
contrast to Nelson’s original contribution [17,18], an actively local theory with a non-markovian stochastic
process. Moreover, it can, if slightly modified, be made to violate passive locality only. Here, we will not
discuss in detail how the (many-particle) Schrödinger equation (and the corresponding quantum mechanical
operators) can be derived from this process, because it is fully described in the original article. Instead, the
focus of this section is on superposed states and we show the theory to be actively local, even if many
particle systems are considered. In turn, we will have enough material to explain how the correlations in
entangled states emerge.

The starting point to derive the modified stochastic mechanics of [19] is, to interpret the energy time
uncertainty relation∆E∆t ≈ ~/2 as an indication, that in quantum mechanics, energy is only conserved
strictly in physical interactions, but not otherwise. Particles are assumed to be under statistical energy fluc-
tuations. In the theory of Fritsche and Haugk, there occurs adeviation∆E of the particles energyE during
the time interval∆t, after which the initial energyE has to be restored on the average. Therefore, kinetic
energy is thought to be conserved on the average only. The second assumption is in spirit of Ballentine’s
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famous statistical ensemble interpretation [51]. In this interpretation, the quantum state vector|ψ〉 does not
represent an individual particle, but a statistical ensemble of infinitely many of them.

For this reason, the probability to find the electron of a hydrogen atom in a volumeΩ at timet, given by

p(Ω, t) ≡
∫

Ω

ψ∗(~r, t)ψ(~r, t)d3r, (65)

wereψ(~r, t) is the electron’s wave-function, describes the following situation: To get all the information
of p(Ω, t) experimentally, one has to prepare infinitely many identical hydrogen atoms with the same state
(including the same orientation in space). Then, one has to measure on each atom, if one finds the electron
in Ω at timet after the preparation of the state. Finally, one must compute the electron’s probability of being
there in the infinitely large ensemble.

Accordingly, to describe the probabilistic time evolutionof the statistical ensemble of electrons in a
quantum mechanical system, one has to deal with an infinitelylarge number of sample trajectories. To
model energy conservation on the average for this ensemble,Fritsche and Haugk divide these trajectories
into two sub-ensembles with equal average velocities, and therefore the same average kinetic energy. In one
sub-ensemble, every particle then undergoes a Brownian motion with a negative friction coefficient during
a time-step∆t, and in the other one, each particle underlies the same process, but with a positive friction
coefficient. After each time step, some of the particles are interchanged between the two sub-ensembles,
until the kinetic energy of the latter agrees again. From this point, the entire procedure is repeated.

For a single particle of rest massm0, we start our discussion with two Langevin equations forj-th
trajectories on a coarse grained timescaleτ , at which the Brownian motion process takes place:

m0~̈x
B
j (t) +

m0

τ
~̇xBj (t) = ~Fext

j (t) + ~FBrown
j (t)

m0~̈x
A
j (t)−

m0

τ
~̇xAj (t) = ~Fj

ext
(t) + ~FBrown

j (t) (66)

The three dimensional vector~xA(B)
j (t) defines the hidden position variable for thej-th sample trajectory of

a particle in the{A} ({B}) ensemble at timet, where1 ≤ j ≤ S ∈ N. The vector~Fext
j (t) is an arbitrary

external force field and~FBrown
j (t) denotes the random force thej-th particle is subjected to. This random

force is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution

P
{

FBrown
jk (t)

}

=
1√
πC

e−(F
Brown

jk (t)/C)2 (67)

in each coordinate, whereC is a constant. The Gaussian distribution should be independent for every
coordinate1 ≤ k ≤ 3 and trajectoryj of the random force field. One can separate the sample trajectories
~x
A(B)
j into a sum, caused by the random and the external force:

~x
A(B)
j (t) = ~x

A(B)
rj (t) + ~x

A(B)
cj (t) (68)

Because~FBrown
j (t) is independent in each coordinate, there does not exist any dependence between different

components of the velocitieṡxA(B)
rj1 (t),ẋA(B)

rj2 (t), andẋA(B)
rj3 (t), as well as there is no dependence between

~x
A(B)
cj (t) and~xA(B)

rj (t). With this property in mind, the authors of [19] average in each of the two sub-

ensembles{A} and{B} about allj-th sample trajectories~xA(B)
j (t), after the ensemble was made infinitely

large(S → ∞). Finally, they arrive at two differential equations:

∂

∂t

(

~vB + ~uB
)

+
(

~vB − ~uB
)

· ~∇
(

~vB + ~uB
)

+ ν∆
(

~vB + ~uB
)

=
1

m0

~Fext

∂

∂t

(

~vA − ~uA
)

+
(

~vA + ~uA
)

· ~∇
(

~vA − ~uA
)

− ν∆
(

~vA − ~uA
)

=
1

m0

~Fext (69)

In eq. (69),~Fext ≡ (Fext
1 (~r, t),Fext

2 (~r, t),Fext
3 (~r, t)) denotes the average external force at point~r ≡

(r1, r2, r3) and timet. The vector valued entity

~vA(B) ≡
∑∞

j=1 ǫj(~r, t)~̇x
A(B)
j (t)

∑∞
j=1 ǫj(~r, t)

=
(

v
A(B)
1 (~r, t), v

A(B)
2 (~r, t), v

A(B)
3 (~r, t)

)

(70)
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is the average velocity of the ensemble, where:

ǫj(~r, t) ≡
{

1 if ~xA(B)
j (t) at time t is in a small volumed3r around~r

0 otherwise

Additionally, we have the so called osmotic average velocity ~uA(B). It is connected to the probability
densityρA(B)(~r, t)d~r of finding a particle in the ensemble at point(~r, t) via

~uA(B) ≡ ∓ν ~∇ ln
(

ρA(B)(~r, t)/ρ0

)

=
(

u
A(B)
1 (~r, t), u

A(B)
2 (~r, t), u

A(B)
3 (~r, t)

)

. (71)

In eq. (71),ρ0 is a constant reference density without physical importance andν ≡ kB T τ
m0

is the friction
coefficient of the Brownian motion, depending on the temperatureT of the heath-bath and Boltzmann’s
constantkB . Without loss of generalisation,ν can be written as

ν ≡ ~

2m0
. (72)

Since we derive a non-relativistic system, it is possible that the random and the external forces are
for some times near infinity. Under this circumstances, a particle may be driven to~r = ∞ at a certain
time-stept with an infinitely large velocity. However, in physical situations important for the non-locality
issues discussed later in this article, relativistic effects certainly will occur, in the sense that particles are
not allowed to move faster than the speed of light. Then, if anensemble of quantum particles is emitted at
a point(~r0, t0), for example by a decaying atomic nucleus, it can only reach points(~r, t) within the future
cone of(~r0, t0). Accordingly, we restrict the functions~u,~v, ρ(~r, t) such, that they are defined only for these
(~r, t) in the future cone.

Before the two ensembles underwent a Brownian motion, it wasensured, that their average velocity was
equal:

~vB = ~vA (73)

It is shown in [19], that this constraint implies~uB = ~uA also. After the first time step, eq. (73) does not
hold anymore, since the{A} system gains energy compared to the{B} system. To prevent this, we have
to interchangej1, j2, j3, . . . trajectories of fast particles from the{A} ensemble, with as many trajectories
j′1, j

′
2, j

′
3, . . . of slow particles from the{B} system, until

~vB(~r, t+∆t) = ~vA(~r, t+∆t) ≡ ~v(~r, t+∆t)

holds. After this was done, we restart the diffusion processagain for the next time-step, but with the new
division into two sub-ensembles, where a condition similarto eq. (73) holds.

At every time step, we can compute the arithmetic mean of the two diffusion equations for the{A} and
{B} systems. As is shown in [19], the time evolution of the overall system is described by the following
diffusion equation:

∂

∂t
~v +

(

~v · ~∇
)

~v −
(

~u · ~∇
)

~u + ν∆~u =
d

dt
~v−

(

~u · ~∇
)

~u + ν∆~u =
1

m0

~Fext (74)

If the Brownian forces were absent, we would have~u = 0 with eq. (74) becoming the equation of
motion of a classical particle.

For the description of quantum systems, will assume the random forces to be present. We try to simplify
eq. (74) with the definition of a function

ψ(~r, t) ≡ ±
√

ρ(~r, t)eiϕ(~r,t).

This function is connected to the ensemble average velocity~v through~v ≡ ~

m0

~∇ϕ(~r, t). (We note, that the
latter equation can only be written, since one can show that~v is curl free.) After some computations, the
authors of [19] are able to cast eq. (74) directly in form of the time dependent Schrödinger equation:

i~
∂ψ(~r, t)

∂t
= Ĥ(~r, t)ψ(~r, t) (75)
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In eq. (75),Ĥ(~r, t) denotes the Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ(~r, t) ≡ −~
2∆

2m0
+ V̂ext(~r, t), (76)

with V̂ext(~r, t) as the potential of the external forces~Fext ≡ −~∇V̂ext(~r, t). The stochastic process for the
infinitely large ensemble of single particles with trajectories~xj(t) leads to a differential equation, encoding
the ensemble average velocities~v and~u in a wave-function. For the interpretation of a quantum mechanical
state|ψ〉, this implies, that all the information|ψ〉 carries, is about the evolution of average velocities from a
statistical ensemble. It does reveal nothing about individual particles. One should mention, that the quantum
mechanical operators, their eigenvalues and uncertainty relations can be derived from the given formalism,
as is fully documented in [19].

5.2 Quantum states in superpositions

Before we can discuss the locality properties of the Fritsche-Haugk theory and the physics behind entan-
glement in many particle systems, we turn our attention to superpositions of two states in a single particle
system. The Schrödinger equation is linear. Therefore, the sum of two solutionsψ↑(~r, t) andψ↓(~r, t) i.e.

Ψ(~r, t) ≡ aψ↑(~r, t) + bψ↓(~r, t) (77)

is also a solution of eq. (75). With eq. (77), one would get mixing terms inρ(~r, t):

ρ(~r, t) = a2ψ2
↑(~r, t) + b2ψ2

↓(~r, t) + a∗bψ∗
↑(~r, t)ψ↓(~r, t) + b∗aψ∗

↓(~r, t)ψ↑(~r, t) (78)

In turn, the equations for eq. (71) would become quite complicated. Accordingly, we need to make a basis
change to get simpler equations.

The physical information of the superposed state (77) is, that for a given particle of the ensemble, we
have a probability ofa2 that it belongs to theψ↑(~r, t) ensemble and a probability ofb2 to find it in in the
ψ↓(~r, t) system. Since both states are solutions of the same Schrödinger equation, we can write it without
loss of information in the form given below:

i~
∂Ψ(~r, t)

∂t
= Ĥ(~r, t)Ψ(~r, t)

i~
∂ (bψ↑(~r, t) + aψ↓(~r, t))

∂t
= Ĥ(~r, t) (aψ↑(~r, t) + bψ↓(~r, t)) (79)

=











i~
∂aψ↑(~r,t)

∂t = Ĥ(~r, t)aψ↑(~r, t)

+

i~
∂bψ↓(~r,t)

∂t = Ĥ(~r, t)bψ↓(~r, t)

(80)

With basis vectors in Dirac notation defined through|ψ↑〉 ≡
(

1
0

)

≡ |+〉 and|ψ↓〉 ≡
(

0
1

)

≡ |−〉, we

get the following coefficients in coordinate representation:

c↑(~r, t) ≡ 〈ψ↑ |Ψ(~r, t) 〉 = aψ↑(~r, t) and c↓(~r, t) ≡ 〈ψ↓ |Ψ(~r, t) 〉 = bψ↓(~r, t)

Hence, the overall state vector|Ψ(~r, t)〉 becomes

|Ψ(~r, t)〉 = c↑ |ψ↑〉+ c↓ |ψ↓〉 (81)

and the probability density can be written without mixing terms:

ρ(~r, t) = 〈Ψ(~r, t) |Ψ(~r, t) 〉
= a2ψ∗

↑(~r, t)ψ↑(~r, t) + b2ψ∗
↓(~r, t)ψ↓(~r, t)

= a2ρ↑(~r, t) + b2ρ↓(~r, t) (82)

Fora2 andb2, it follows from
∫

ρ↑(↓)(~r1, t)d3r = 1 and
∫

ρ(~r, t)d3~r = 1, thata2 + b2 = 1.
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We can derive the two Schrödinger equations for the states↑ and↓ in eq. (80) with the same methods
as given before. The derivation begins with four Langevin equations

m0~̈x
B
j↑(t) +

m0

τ
~̇xBj↑(t) = ~Fext

j (t) + ~FBrown
j↑ (t)

m0~̈x
A
j↑(t)−

m0

τ
~̇xAj↑(t) = ~Fext

j (t) + ~FBrown
j↑ (t)

m0~̈x
B
j↓(t) +

m0

τ
~̇xBj↓(t) = ~Fext

j (t) + ~FBrown
j↓ (t)

m0~̈x
A
j↓(t)−

m0

τ
~̇xAj↓(t) = ~Fext

j (t) + ~FBrown
j↓ (t) (83)

and appropriate hidden trajectory variables for the{A ↑}, {B ↑}, {A ↓} and{B ↓} ensembles. After some
steps, we are led to the following differential equations:

∂

∂t

(

~vB↑ + ~uB↑
)

+
(

~vB↑ − ~uB↑
)

· ~∇
(

~vB↑ + ~uB↑
)

+ ν∆
(

~vB↑ + ~uB↑
)

=
1

m0

~Fext

∂

∂t

(

~vA↑ − ~uA↑
)

+
(

~vA↑ + ~uA↑
)

· ~∇
(

~vA↑ − ~uA↑
)

− ν∆
(

~vA↑ − ~uA↑
)

=
1

m0

~Fext

∂

∂t

(

~vB↓ + ~uB↓
)

+
(

~vB↓ − ~uB↓
)

· ~∇
(

~vB↓ + ~uB↓
)

+ ν∆
(

~vB↓ + ~uB↓
)

=
1

m0

~Fext

∂

∂t

(

~vA↓ − ~uA↓
)

+
(

~vA↓ + ~uA↓
)

· ~∇
(

~vA↓ − ~uA↓
)

− ν∆
(

~vA↓ − ~uA↓
)

=
1

m0

~Fext (84)

The vectors~v↑(↓), ~u↑(↓) are the ensemble average velocities of the states↑ (↓). In this notation, the four
equations in eq. (84) would define two separate particle systems, with the particles belonging to one ensem-
ble{↑} or {↓} for all the time. For a given single particle of a superposed state, there has to be a probability
greater than0 for it, to be found in each one of these states. Therefore, theeqs. (84) cannot describe a state
in a superposition and we have to modify the derivation of eq.(80).

The two systems are no more separate, if we demand, that the~vB↑

(

~vB↓

)

ensemble is averaged over with

the~vA↓
(

~vA↑

)

system. To ensure energy conservation on the average, we areforced to do an interchange

procedure, where the slower particlesj1, j2, j3, . . . from the{B ↑} ({B ↓}) ensemble are interchanged with
the same number of faster particlesj′1, j

′
2, j

′
3, . . . from the{A ↓} ({A ↑}) system. This has to be done with

as many particles until

~vB↑ (~r, t) = ~vA↓ (~r, t), ~uB↑ (~r, t) = ~uA↓ (~r, t) and ~vB↓ (~r, t) = ~vA↑ (~r, t), ~uB↓ (~r, t) = ~uA↑ (~r, t) (85)

holds. If we add the{A ↑} and{B ↓}, as well as the{A ↓} and the{B ↑} ensembles, we arrive at two
equations:

∂

∂t

(

~vB↑ + ~vA↓
)

+
[(

~vB↑ · ~∇
)

~vB↑ −
(

~uB↑ · ~∇
)

~uB↑
]

+
[(

~vA↓ · ~∇
)

~vA↓ −
(

~uA↓ · ~∇
)

~uA↓
]

+ ν∆
(

~uB↑ + ~uA↓
)

=
1

m0

(

~Fext + ~Fext
)

∂

∂t

(

~vA↑ + ~vB↓
)

+
[(

~vA↑ · ~∇
)

~vA↑ −
(

~uA↑ · ~∇
)

~uA↑
]

+
[(

~vB↓ · ~∇
)

~vB↓ −
(

~uB↓ · ~∇
)

~uB↓
]

+ ν∆
(

~uB↓ + ~uA↑
)

=
1

m0

(

~Fext + ~Fext
)

(86)

They can be summed together, yielding:

∂

∂t

(

~vB↑ + ~vA↑ + ~vB↓ + ~vA↓
)

+
[(

~vB↑ · ~∇
)

~vB↑ −
(

~uB↑ · ~∇
)

~uB↑
]

+
[(

~vA↑ · ~∇
)

~vA↑ −
(

~uA↑ · ~∇
)

~uA↑
]

+
[(

~vA↓ ~∇
)

~vA↓ −
(

~uA↓ · ~∇
)

~uA↓
]

+
[(

~vB↓ · ~∇
)

~vB↓ −
(

~uB↓ · ~∇
)

~uB↓
]

+ ν∆
(

~uB↑ + ~uA↑ + ~uA↓ + ~uB↓
)

=
2

m0

(

~Fext + ~Fext
)

(87)

Both equations in eq. (86) contain{A} and{B}, as well as{↑} and{↓} systems. They describe the average
behaviour of equations of motion under the same random and external forces. Hence, we have:

~vB↑ = ~vA↑ ≡ ~v↑, ~vB↓ = ~vA↓ ≡ ~v↓ and ~uB↑ = ~uA↑ ≡ ~u↑, ~uB↓ = ~uA↓ ≡ ~u↓ (88)
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With eq. (88), we can write2~v↑ = ~vB↑ + ~vA↑ and 2~v↓ = ~vB↓ + ~vA↓ as well as2~u↑ = ~uB↑ + ~uA↑ and
2~u↓ = ~uB↓ + ~uA↓ . Now, eq. (87) becomes:

∂

∂t
(~v↑ + ~v↓) +

[(

~v↑ · ~∇
)

~v↑ −
(

~u↑ · ~∇
)

~u↑
]

+
[(

~v↓ · ~∇
)

~v↓ −
(

~u↓ · ~∇
)

~u↓
]

+ ν∆(~u↑ + ~u↓)

=
1

m0

(

~Fext + ~Fext
)

(89)

This is a sum of two separate differential equations for the ensemble averages of the↑ and the↓ state. It
may be written as















d
dt~v↑ −

(

~u↑ · ~∇
)

~u↑ + ν∆~u↑ = 1
m0

~Fext

+
d
dt~v↓ −

(

~u↓ · ~∇
)

~u↓ + ν∆~u↓ = 1
m0

~Fext

(90)

from which the two Schrödinger equations eq. (80) can be derived.
The two conditions eq. (85) and eq. (88) imply, that the average velocities~v↑ = ~v↓ ≡ ~v and

~u↑ = ~u↓ ≡ ~u are equal. Hence, the equations in (80) describe two oscillating systems with identical
dynamics.

The procedure given above also works with an arbitrary number of states
|ψ1(~r, t)〉, |ψ2(~r, t)〉, . . ., |ψN (~r, t)〉 summed up to a general superposition with weighting factorsai:

|Ψ(~r, t)〉 ≡
N
∑

i

ai |ψi(~r, t)〉 (91)

The weighting factors of these states define different probabilities of a given particle to be found in one
particular state. Therefore, the ensembles in the correspondingN diffusion equations must contain different
numbers of particles. The states|ψi(~r, t)〉 have to be computed with an ensemble ofSa2i trajectories
j1, j2, j2, . . . , jSa2i . This ensures, that there is a chance ofa2i to find a particle in the ensemble associated
with |ψi(~r, t)〉.

Furthermore, the exchange procedure must be defined differently. One has to interchange the trajectories
j andj′ between the ensembles{Bi}, {Ak}, with the state indices1 ≤ i, k ≤ N . The numbersi, k have
to be chosen randomly, but with equal probability for each state. The different probabilities of finding
a given particle in the separate states|ψi(~r, t)〉 and |ψk(~r, t)〉 only arise due to the unequal size of their
corresponding ensembles.

After the necessary interchanges have been taken place, onemay add theN differential equations in
one step and split them up into separate equations for the1, 2, 3 . . . ,N systems analogous to eq. (90). We
remark, that because of eq. (71), nothing about the weighting factorsa2i in the probability density appears
in ~v, ~u. Hence, one has to re-introduce this information after one gets from the separated system in eq. (80)
to the superposed eq. (79).

5.3 Locality in the theory of Fritsche and Haugk with single particle systems

In this section, we turn to the locality properties of the stochastic process described above. We observe, that
in the Langevin equations (66), there is no dynamical coupling between different trajectories~xA(B)

j↑(↓)(t) and

~x
A(B)
j′↑(↓)(t), wherej 6= j′. ~Fext

j (t) is an arbitrary force field, only acting on thej-trajectory and~FBrown
j (t) is

required to be a Gaussian distribution independent for eachj. Nevertheless, the time evolution of different
trajectories will be correlated because of the interchangemechanism.

If something happens to a large set of trajectories~x
A(B)
j′↑(↓)(t) at a point(~r ′, t′), and if this point lies in the

past cone of another point(~r, t), some of the changed trajectories may arrive at(~r, t). The ensemble average
~v(~r, t) is computed with all trajectories in(~r, t). Therefore, what has happened at(~r ′, t′) can modify~v(~r, t).

The interchange procedure then compares the velocity of an arbitrary single particle trajectory~xA(B)
j↑(↓)(t),

which has arrived at(~r, t), with the changed~v(~r, t). For the next time step, dependent on the result of the

comparison, the particle might be placed in a new differential equation{B} ({A}), where~xA(B)
j↑(↓)(t) will be

renamed to~xB(A)
j↓(↑)(t).
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As a consequence, the particle trajectory~x
A(B)
j↑(↓)(t) will be influenced at(~r, t) by what happened at

(~r ′, t′), even if it never was at(~r ′, t′). This effect is important in double slit experiments, wherea particle’s
trajectory, after the passage of one slit, depends on whether the second slit is open or not, no matter if the
particle went through the second slit.

It is important, that the trajectories~xA(B)
j↑(↓)(t) at (~r, t) can only be influenced through the exchange

mechanism, if the place(~r ′, t′) where some intervention was made, lies in the past cone of(~r, t). In turn,
there does not exist any violation of active locality. Quantum effects like interference patterns arise in this
theory solely due to the non-markovian property of the process that governs the trajectories.

However, by writing this, one should be aware, that we are still discussing a non relativistic system,
where external (non-covariant) forces are able to produce instantaneous effects, even if we restricted the
speed of the particles in section5.1. To remove this last problem, one would need a covariant formulation
of the Fritsche-Haugk theory. Fortunately, as we will see insection5.3, the discussion of entanglement
does not depend on this problem. The different particle ensembles of a many particle system will turn out
to be dynamically uncoupled, at least if inter-particle forces are not present.

We emphasise, that the exchange procedure does not introduce a direct dynamical coupling between the
trajectories. Instead, the comparison of the particle’s velocity with the ensemble averages is only a model
to account for the idea of kinetic energy conservation on theaverage in a stochastic theory. That there are in
fact no dynamical couplings between the individual trajectories of the ensemble can be seen experimentally
in so called self-interferometry experiments. The typicalexample is neutron interferometry [21], where
“usually, at one time, there is only one neutron in the interferometer, if at all because at that time, the next
neutron has not yet been born and is still contained in the uranium nuclei of the reactor fuel” [22].

5.4 Derivation of the many particle Schr̈odinger equation

In this section, we want to explore, whether active localitypersists when we consider many particle systems.
The many particle Schrödinger equation can be derived, if the three dimensional coordinate space of the
single particle problem is expanded into a3N dimensional space forN particles. We start with the Langevin
equations of the j-th particle trajectory in the ensemble for an n-th particle state, where1 ≤ n ≤ N:

m0~̈x
B
jn(t) +

m0

τ
~̇xBjn(t) = ~Fext

jn (t) + ~FBrown
jn (t) +

N
∑

n′=1
n′ 6=n

~Fext
jn

(

~x
A(B)
jn (t),~x

A(B)
j′n′ (t), t

)

m0~̈x
A
jn(t)−

m0

τ
~̇xAjn(t) = ~Fext

jn (t) + ~FBrown
jn (t) +

N
∑

n′=1
n′ 6=n

~Fext
jn

(

~x
A(B)
jn (t),~x

A(B)
j′n′ (t), t

)

(92)

In eq. (92), a sum of additional force terms~Fext
jn

(

~x
A(B)
jn (t),~x

A(B)
j′n′ (t), t

)

, corresponding to inter-particle

forces between the particle statesn andn′ 6= n may be present. From the two Langevin equations (92),
the authors of [19] derive differential equations of the{A} and{B} systems, completely analogous to the
single particle case:

∂

∂t

(

~vNB + ~uNB
)

+
(

~vNB − ~uNB
)

· ~∇N
(

~vNB + ~uNB
)

+ ν∆N
(

~vNB + ~uNB
)

= ~FN
ext

∂

∂t

(

~vNA − ~uNA
)

+
(

~vNA + ~uNA
)

· ~∇N
(

~vNA − ~uNA
)

− ν∆N
(

~vNA − ~uNA
)

= ~FN
ext (93)

In contrast to the single particle case,~FN
ext is a3N dimensional vector:

~FN
ext ≡

















~Fext
n=1(~r1, t)

m01
+

N
∑

n′=1
n′ 6=n

~Fext
n=1(~r1, ~rn′ , t)

m01









, . . . ,









~Fext
n=N (~rN, t)

m0N
+

N
∑

n′=1
n′ 6=n

~Fext
n=N(~rN, ~rn′ , t)

m0N

















It consists of the average single particle force~Fext
n (~rn, t) and of an average inter-particle force~Fext

n (~rn, ~rn′ , t).
Both forces are acting on then-th particle state with rest massm0n. Similarly, the three dimensional en-
semble averages~u and~v are replaced by3N dimensional entities. They depend on the3N coordinates
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~rN ≡ (~r1, ~r2, . . . , ~rN) from the various particles in the following way:

~vNA(B) ≡
(

~v
A(B)
1 (~r1, t), . . . ,~v

A(B)
N (~rN, t)

)

and ~uNA(B) ≡
(

~u
A(B)
1 (~r1, t), . . . , ~u

A(B)
N (~rN, t)

)

The components of the ensemble averages~uNn
(

~rNn , t
)

and~vNn
(

~rNn , t
)

are computed with all thej-th
trajectories for each single particle staten separately. This is the reason, why~vNn and~uNn only depend on
the samen-th component of~rN

n .
To derive the many particle Schrödinger equation, an interchange between the trajectories corresponding

to slow particles from the{B} ensemble and fast particles from the{A} ensemble is necessary after each
time-step until

~vNA(~rN, t) = ~vNB(~rN, t) (94)

holds.
Here, we have to note an additional subtlety which does only arise in many particle systems. It has to

be ensured, that exchanges between two trajectories~x
A(B)
jn (t) and~xB(A)

j′n′ (t) are confined within the same
particle staten = n′. An interchange between trajectories of different statesn andn′ 6= n would couple the
corresponding particle ensembles, even if no inter-particle forces are present. This would cause a general
impossibility to define single particle operators which acton only one staten of a many particle system.
Fortunately, due to the specific coordinate dependence of the ensemble averages~vN and~uN, eq. (94) is
defined for every staten separately. Therefore, the exchange procedure can well be confined within each
single particle state only.

After the trajectory exchange, one can compute the arithmetic mean of the two differential equations in
eq. (93) and gets, analogous to the single particle case, a simple diffusion equation:

d

dt
~vN −

(

~uN · ~∇N
)

~uN + ν∆N~uN = ~FN
ext. (95)

From eq. (95), the many particle Schrödinger equation

i~
∂Ψ
(

~rN, t
)

∂t
= Ĥ(~rN, t)Ψ

(

~rN, t
)

(96)

can be derived, similar to the single particle case before. In eq. (96) the Hamiltonian operator becomes

Ĥ(~rN, t) ≡
N
∑

n=1

−~
2∆N

n

2m0n
+ V̂ext

(

~rN, t
)

. (97)

Its external potential

V̂ext

(

~rN, t
)

≡
N
∑

n=1

V̂ext(~rn, t) +
1

2

N
∑

n=1

N
∑

n′=1
n′ 6=n

V̂ext(~rn, ~rn′ , t) (98)

is connected to then-th component of~FN
ext via ~FN

ext,n ≡ − ~∇N

n

m0n
Vext(~r

N, t).

5.5 Locality in the theory of Fritsche and Haugk with many particle systems

In this section, we assume all inter-particle terms to be absent. We observe, that with the absence of

inter-particle forces like~Fext
jn

(

~x
A(B)
jn (t),~x

A(B)
j′n′ (t), t

)

, there are no terms in eq. (92) which interconnect

trajectories~xA(B)
jn (t) and~xA(B)

j′n′ (t), from different particle statesn′ 6= n. This is true for the ensemble

averages~vNn (~r
N
n , t) and~uNn (~r

N
n , t) also, since they are calculated with the~xA(B)

jn (t) trajectories for each
single particle staten separately.

The decision, if a trajectory~xA(B)
jn (t) changes to~xB(A)

jn (t) during the interchange procedure only relies

on the(j, n)-th particle’s velocity
∣

∣

∣~̇x
A(B)
jn (t)

∣

∣

∣ and the ensemble average~vN
n (~rNn , t) of its staten. Therefore,
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the trajectories~xA(B)
jn (t) are never coupled in any way to trajectories~xA(B)

j′n′ (t) from other particle states
n′ 6= n.

The ensemble average~vN
n (~rNn , t) for the n-th particle may depend onj different sample trajectories

~x
A(B)
jn (t), as long as they belong to the staten and lie in the past cone of(~rN

n , t). However, even such a

dependence does not exist between~vN
n (~rNn , t) and the trajectories~xA(B)

j′n′ (t) of other statesn′ 6= n in a many
particle system. As a result, we conclude, that active locality holds in the hidden variable theory of Fritsche
and Haugk.

5.6 Entangled states in the model of Fritsche and Haugk

That there does not exist any dynamical coupling between different particle states which a many particle
system is composed of, doesn’t imply, that correlations between them are forbidden. In section8, we
will introduce further conditions on the Gaussian distributed Brownian forces~FBrown

jn (t) in a completely

local framework. These conditions will be such, that under certain circumstances, the trajectories~x
A(B)
jn (t)

change their ensemble from{A} ({B}) to {B} ({A}) simultaneously with the trajectories~xA(B)
j′=j,n′(t) from

another staten′ 6= n. Then, correlations between the particle ensembles, as well as their wave-functions
will emerge. The resulting many particle states are of the form

|Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)〉 ≡
1√
2
(|ψ1(~r1, t)〉 ⊗ |ψ2(~r2, t)〉 − |ψ2(~r1, t)〉 ⊗ |ψ1(~r2, t)〉) (99)

and commonly called entangled. They were observed in massive fermionic systems for the first time in
flavour states of B-Mesons [23]. Those particles have the unwanted property to decay rapidly and the
violation of Bell’s inequality could only be confirmed afteran interpolation. A later experiment used spin
states of entangled protons [24]. They are stable particlesand therefore, no interpolation was necessary to
ascertain a violation of the CHSH inequalities on a confidence level of 99.3%.

The overall state vector|Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)〉 is an element in the product Hilbert spaceH ≡ H1 ⊗H2. It is a
superposition of the two product states

|χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)〉 ≡ |ψ1(~r1, t)〉 ⊗ |ψ2(~r2, t)〉 (100)

and

|χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)〉 ≡ |ψ2(~r1, t)〉 ⊗ |ψ1(~r2, t)〉 , (101)

where|ψ1(~r1, t)〉 , |ψ2(~r1, t)〉 ∈ H1 and|ψ1(~r2, t)〉 , |ψ2(~r2, t)〉 ∈ H2 denote the single particle solutions.
The entangled state solves a many-particle Schrödinger equation with an Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡
2
∑

n=1

−~
2∆N

n

2m0n
+

2
∑

n=1

V̂ext(~rn, t), (102)

which has no inter-particle forces and whose external potentials agree at each timet:

V̂ext(~r1, t) = V̂ext(~r2, t) (103)

The corresponding Schrödinger equation can be written, analogous to eq. (80), as:

i~∂Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)

∂t
= Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)

i~√
2

∂χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)

∂t
− i~√

2

∂χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)

∂t
=

1√
2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)−

1√
2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)

=











i~√
2

∂χ1(~r1,~r2,t)
∂t = 1√

2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)

−
i~√
2

∂χ2(~r1,~r2,t)
∂t = 1√

2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)

(104)

The system consists of two ensembles~r1 and~r2, the particles of which can be in different states|ψ1(~r1)〉
or |ψ2(~r1)〉 for the~r1 ensemble and|ψ1(~r2)〉 or |ψ2(~r2)〉 for the~r2 system. To describe the dynamics of
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the~r1 particles, the{A1} ({B1}) ensemble of|ψ1(~r1)〉 must be averaged with the{B2} ({A2}) ensemble
of |ψ2(~r1)〉 and the same has to be done with the~r2 particles. During this procedure, one has to ensure that
eachj-th pair of particle trajectories in the~r1 and~r2 system changes its state simultaneously. We will show
in the context with Bohm’s EPR experiment, how this can be achieved, even if the trajectories of the two
different ensembles are disconnected from each other. For now, we only remark, that without inter-particle-
forces, it is in fact a requirement for the particle trajectories~xA(B)

j1 (t) and~xA(B)
j′2 (t) not to be interconnected

directly in any way. This may also be seen with the following example by Edward Nelson [8]:
If one induces an external measurement process on then-th particle of a multi-particle system, one may

get information about the hidden variable~xA(B)
jn (t). The measurement device may change~x

A(B)
jn (t) in a

way, that correlations with all the other particle trajectories~xA(B)
j′n′ (t) are lost. Since the different particle

systems are uncoupled, an interaction happening on then-th particle ensemble can in no way influence the
properties of the particles in then′ system.

Let H ≡ H1 ⊗H2 be the product Hilbert space above, with a Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ ≡ Ĥ1 ⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ Ĥ2, (105)

whereĤ1 ∈ H1 andĤ2 ∈ H2. The time evolution for any observablêA1 ∈ H1 in the Heisenberg picture

ÂĤ(t) ≡ eitĤÂ1e
−itĤ = eitĤ1Â1e

−itĤ1 ⊗ 12 (106)

is completely independent ofH2, even if|Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)〉 ∈ H is described by the entangled state of eq. (99).
As Nelson put it: ,,no matter how systems may be correlated, there is no way of telling, what [external]
forces the second system is being subjected to, as long as they are not dynamically coupled.”

In this context, we mention that Nelson’s original theory could not reproduce the example above [8].
The reason was, that Nelson identified~v(~r, t) and~u(~r, t) not as average velocities of an ensemble, but as real
particle properties. With this assertion, neither the splitting of the many particle Schrödinger equation in eq.
(104), nor any sort of interchanging procedure between the particles in the{A1} ({B1}) and{B2} ({A2})
ensemble was possible. Accordingly, active locality was lost in Nelson’s original formulation of stochastic
mechanics, similarly as in Bohmian mechanics. For the latter (see [48] for a general introduction), it is well
known, that the derivation of the many particle Schrödinger equation is only possible, if a highly non-trivial
dependency between the Bohmian “trajectories” of different particle states has to be introduced, which is
at odds with the theory of relativity and without any physical foundation. Interestingly, Nelson himself has
shown recently in [26], that~v(~r, t) and~u(~r, t) cannot correspond to properties of individual particles, since
this would lead to measurable differences between his original theory and ordinary quantum mechanics. A
similar observation was made for Bohmian “trajectories” earlier in [25].

6 Spin in a Fritsche-Haugk like hidden variable theory

6.1 Simple estimations

Nelson’s derivation of the Schrödinger equation was quickly extended to include particle spin, but without
proper physical interpretation [27]. Over the years, more physically motivated derivations of the Pauli
equation were developed. One by Faris [28, 29] and another one by the authors of the modification of
Nelson’s stochastic mechanics discussed above [30]. Unfortunately, these frameworks did either violate
active locality, or they did not contain any mechanism, which would change a particle’s spin state after its
emission. Thereby, none of these theories led to a violationof deterministic passive locality only. In this
section, we propose a theory of spinning particles providing such a mechanism. Beginning with an example
of [30], we try to interpret the spin of a particle as rotationaround a chosen axis~z (see fig. 3). We let the
particle rotate around of this axis under energy fluctuations∆E∆t ≈ ~/2. For the rotational energy, we
have from classical mechanicsE = Θ

2 ω
2
0 . The inertial tensor is given byΘ = m0r

2 with a distancer from
the chosen axis. The angular velocity isω0 = 2π

T andT is the time of a complete rotation. If we identify
∆t with T and∆E with E, we may write

∆E∆t =
1

2
m0r · r

2π

T

2π

T
T = m0vrπ = πs ≈ ~/2. (107)
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Figure 3: A particle with spin↑, rotating in the left direction with respect to the~z axis

Here,v = 2πr
T is the magnitude of the particle’s velocity and

s = m0vr ≈
~

2π
(108)

defines the magnitude of its angular momentum. Apparently,s is independent of the particle’s mass and the
radius of the rotation. The arguments above were only estimations. For later, it will be useful, if we set the
magnitude of the spin angular momentum tos = ~/2 on the average. From the time dependent Schrödinger

equation, one can derive the so called Ehrenfest theoremd
dt

〈

~̂v
〉

=
〈

~Fext
〉

, where
〈

~̂v
〉

is the expectation

value of the velocity operator. This equation implies, thatthe angular momentum operator~̂L = ~̂r ×m0~̂v
may not vanish in the case of~ → 0. Since the so called spin should go to zero in the classical limit, smust

be independent of~̂L and we must expand our description.

6.2 The Stern-Gerlach effect

If particles of spin1/2 are not specially prepared, they occur in a superposition of↑ and↓ states. To
derive such a superposition, we have to make a similar computation as in section5.2. Here however, the
trajectories~xA(B)

j↑(↓)(t) of eq. (83) describe particles in rotational motion. Their rotation can be in the left- or
in the right direction with respect to the chosen axis~z. Particles rotating in the left direction are denoted
by ↑, whereas particles rotating in the right direction are identified by ↓. Eventually, we arrive after some
calculations at the four differential equations of eq. (84).

As explained before, the interpretation of a state in a superposition is, that a given particle from the
superposed system must have a non-vanishing probability tobe found in each one of the component states.
Accordingly, we have to interchange trajectories between the{A ↑} ({A ↓}) and{B ↓} ({B ↑}) ensembles,
before we get to the differential equations in eq. (86).

For a single particle, the effect of this exchange procedureis, that it does as often belong to the↑ state
as to the↓ state. A nice drawing of this process is given by Penrose for Dirac particles in [34]. It is this
procedure, whereby the possibility for a violation of deterministic passive locality does arise.

At the end of the calculation in section5.2, we were able to describe the behaviour of the overall system
by a probability density

ρ(~r, t) = a2ρ↑(~r, t) + b2ρ↓(~r, t) (109)

and a quantum state

|Ψ(~r, t)〉 ≡
(

aψ↑(~r, t)
bψ↓(~r, t)

)

= aψ↑(~r, t) |+〉+ bψ↓(~r, t) |−〉 , (110)

both in form of a sum composed of the two rotating systems.
From here on, we can closely follow [30] to derive the rest of quantum mechanics for spinning particles.

If an external magnetic fieldB~z(~r, t) in the direction of~z is applied, the energy ofψ↑(~r, t) decreases with
magnitudeµBB~z(~r, t), whereas the energy ofψ↓(~r, t) increases by the same magnitude. The constantµB
is called Bohr magneton

µB ≡ e~

2m0
. (111)
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It emerges, since the relativistic Dirac equation is, in contrast to the Pauli equation to be derived here, linear
in all its derivatives. The necessity of this linearity, which is absent in the non-relativistic theory, changes
the interaction of angular momentum with magnetic fields. Ifone does linearise the Schrödinger equation
in a similar manner as it is typically done for Dirac’s equation, one gets the same value forµB [31].

UnderB~z(~r, t), the change of the particle’s energy densities caused by their interaction with the mag-
netic field is

µ↑(~r, t) ≡ −µBB~z(~r, t) |a|2 ψ∗
↑(~r, t)ψ↑(~r, t) (112)

and

µ↓(~r, t) ≡ µBB~z(~r, t) |b|2 ψ∗
↓(~r, t)ψ↓(~r, t). (113)

With their sum

µ(~r, t) ≡ µ↑(~r, t) + µ↓(~r, t), (114)

the total changeµ(~r, t) for both spinors can be cast as

µ(~r, t) = −Ψ+(~r, t)µBB~zΨ(~r, t), (115)

where

B~z ≡ B~z(~r, t)

(

1 0
0 −1

)

. (116)

The different coupling of the systemsψ↑(↓)(~r, t) to magnetic fields gives rise to the Stern-Gerlach ef-
fect [32]. If atoms from an incident beam with equally distributed magnetic energy density enter a strong
magnet, the two spin systems are subjected to different forces~Fext

j↑ (t) 6= ~Fext
j↓ (t). Accordingly, they get de-

flected in opposite directions. Due to active locality, the interchanging procedure can only happen between
trajectories~xA(B)

j↑(↓)(t) which are located at the same point(~r, t) in space-time. However, the Stern-Gerlach
magnet separates trajectories, which belong to different spin states spatially. Then, the exchange procedure
can take place between trajectories of the same spin ensemble only. This is observed in so called double
Stern-Gerlach experiments [33]. If one would place a secondStern-Gerlach magnet behind the first and let
it have the same directional orientation, the parts of the beam which were previously separated, would not
split up again. In this way, the particle ensembles of a beam can be prepared to contain one spin state only.
The repeated Stern-Gerlach experiment demonstrates both the locality and the non-markovian property of
the stochastic process involved. The stochastic differential equation that a particle obeys at a given time
depends, due to the comparison with the ensemble averages and the interchanging procedure, on what has
happened to the ensemble before. Therefore, the stochasticprocess acting on a single particle has a kind of
memory about the past interactions between the magnets and the ensemble the individual particle is placed
in. Nevertheless, the stochastic process is a local one. After the two spin systems are spatially separated,
they do not influence each other anymore.

6.3 The Pauli equation

In [19], the Schrödinger equation under a magnetic field with its Hamiltonian

Ĥ(~r, t) ≡

(

−i~~∇− e~̂A(~r, t)
)2

2m0
+ eΦ(~r, t) + V̂ext(~r, t) (117)

was derived from a Brownian motion process. If the two rotating systems undergo this process, their overall
energy density maybe written as superposition

w(~r, t) = ψ∗
↑(~r, t)Ĥ(~r, t)ψ↑(~r, t) + ψ∗

↓(~r, t)Ĥ(~r, t)ψ↓(~r, t) = Ψ+(~r, t)ĤΨ(~r, t), (118)

where we have used the definition

Ĥ ≡ Ĥ(~r, t)

(

1 0
0 1

)

. (119)
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Figure 4: Two coordinate systems with unit vectors (~x, ~y, ~z ) and (~x ′,~y ′,~z ′) related by Euler anglesψ, φ
andθ

To include the energy from the interaction of the spin rotation withB~z(~r, t), we must addµ(~r, t) and get
the HamiltonianĤ−µBB~z . We note, that the effect ofµBB~z on each ensemble is that of a potential. Since
the time dependent Schrödinger equation was derived underan arbitrary external potential, we can write a
first equation for a spinning particle:

i~
∂Ψ(~r, t)

∂t
=
(

Ĥ− µBB~z

)

Ψ(~r, t) (120)

If we want to measure the particle’s spin rotation around an axis~z ′ that is different from the axis defined
by thez componentBz(~r, t) of the magnetic field, we must change the coordinate system of~B(~r, t). This
can be done via linear transformations~B′(~r, t) ≡ Q ~B(~r, t), whereQ defines a3× 3 rotation matrix which
transforms(Bx(~r, t), By(~r, t), Bz(~r, t)) into ~B′(~r, t) = (Bx′(~r, t), By′(~r, t), Bz′(~r, t)). It is known from
classical mechanics (see e.g. [35]), that by using Euler anglesψ, φ andθ as shown in fig. 4, any3 × 3
rotation matrix can be converted in2× 2 form to

Q ≡
(

e
i
2
(ψ+φ) cos (θ/2) ie

i
2
(ψ−φ) sin (θ/2)

ie−
i
2
(ψ−φ) sin (θ/2) e−

i
2
(ψ+φ) cos (θ/2)

)

. (121)

To apply the2× 2 matrixQ on ~B(~r, t), we must rewrite the magnetic field:

B ≡
(

Bz(~r, t) Bx(~r, t)− iBy(~r, t)
Bx(~r, t) + iBy(~r, t) −Bz(~r, t)

)

(122)

Then, one can computeB′ via

B′ = QBQ+. (123)

We note, that a vector~B(~r, t) = (0, 0, Bz(~r, t)) has a matrix form equal toB~z in eq. (116). Further-
more, it can be observed that

B ≡ Bx(~r, t)σx +By(~r, t)σy +Bz(~r, t)σz, (124)

whereσx, σy, σz are the so called Pauli matrices. Writing them as vector~σ ≡ (σx, σy, σz), we have

B = ~B(~r, t)~σ. (125)

It has to be derived, howΨ(~r, t) will change in a rotation of the coordinate system. At each point (~r, t), the
change of the particle’s energy density which is caused by the interaction with the magnetic field, should be
invariant under the rotation:

µ(~r, t) = µ′(~r, t) (126)

Making the assumption that

Ψ′(~r, t) ≡ QΨ(~r, t), (127)
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we get with a general magnetic field in a rotated coordinate system the following expression forµ′(~r, t):

µ′(~r, t) = Ψ+(~r, t)Q+B′QΨ(~r, t). (128)

This is the same asµ(~r, t), if

B = Q+B′Q. (129)

SinceQ in eq. (121) is unitary, the following identity holds with eq. (129):

QQ+B′QQ+ = QBQ+ = B′ (130)

Eq. (130) exactly defines the transformation law ofB in eq. (123).
With eq. (128), eq. (129) and eq. (125), the overall energy density of the particle ensemble under a

general magnetic field is

w(~r , t) = Ψ+(~r , t)
(

Ĥ− µB ~B(~r , t)~σ
)

Ψ(~r , t). (131)

Again, the energy from the interaction of spin and magnetic field has the form of a potential. Hence, we
can write the time dependent Pauli equation for an arbitrarymagnetic field as:

i~
∂Ψ(~r, t)

∂t
=
(

Ĥ− µB ~B(~r, t)~σ
)

ψ(~r, t) (132)

A common situation is, that the magnetic field~B(~r, t) of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus lies in a coordinate
system, which is rotated with respect to the orientation of an incoming spinorΨ′(~r, t). Especially in EPR
experiments, one has to computeΨ(~r, t) = Q+Ψ′(~r, t). To describe the direction of the spin rotation
around the axis~z ′, only the Euler anglesθ andφ are necessary and one can selectψ = −π/2 without
loss of generalisation. The projection of the rotated axis~x ′ in the~z/~y plane of the original, non-rotated
coordinate system, encloses an angleϕ with the ~x axis. This angle is related to the Euler angleφ by
φ ≡ ϕ + π/2. Applying the adjoint ofQ in eq. (121) with those simplifications on a spinorψ′

↑(~r, t) |+〉
yields

ψ(~r, t) = ψ′
↑(~r, t)

(

e−iϕ/2 cos (θ/2) |+〉+ eiϕ/2 sin (θ/2) |−〉
)

(133)

and for aψ′
↓(~r, t) |−〉 state, we get

ψ(~r, t) = ψ′
↓(~r, t)

(

−e−iϕ/2 sin (θ/2) |+〉+ eiϕ/2 cos (θ/2) |−〉
)

. (134)

6.4 The spin operator

Finally, we will derive the so called spin-operator. Both particle ensembles have an average spin angular
momentum of±~/2. Therefore, the overall expectation value of spin in the~z direction can be written as
weighed sum

〈S~z〉 ≡
~

2

∫

(

|a|2 |ψ↑(~r, t)|2 − |b|2 |ψ↓(~r, t)|2
)

d3r. (135)

We can simplify this expression with a matrix

S~z ≡
~

2

(

1 0
0 −1

)

(136)

and obtain

〈S~z〉 =
∫

ψ+(~r, t)S~zψ(~r, t)d
3r. (137)

For the spin with respect to the direction of an unit vector~z ′ = ~µ from an arbitrary rotated coordinate
system, we have, analogous to eq. (125) the relationS~z ′ = ~

2~µ~σ. It is convenient to write the axis~µ in
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spherical coordinates as~µ ≡ (cos (ϕ)sin(θ), sin (ϕ) sin (θ), cos (θ))and we observe, that~µ depends on the
same angles which are used for the spinors of eq. (133) and eq.(134).

Using this notation, a “spin operator“ can be defined as

~̂S ≡ ~

2
~σ (138)

and we getS~z ′ = ~µ~̂S. Finally, the average value〈S~z ′〉 becomes

〈S~z ′〉 =
∫

ψ+(~r, t)S~z ′ψ(~r, t)d3r = ~µ
〈

~S
〉

, (139)

where
〈

~S
〉

=

∫

ψ+(~r, t)~̂Sψ(~r, t)d3r. (140)

7 Entangled systems with spin

7.1 Transformation of the entangled state into equations ofmotion

As in the case of the many particle Schrödinger equation, wecan extend the coordinate space to derive the
N particle Pauli equation. From now on, we will assume that there are no forces which interconnect the
different particle systems and that their external forces coincide at each time.

We start our discussion with a state

Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡ 1√
2
(ψ(~r1, t) |−〉 ⊗ ψ(~r2, t) |+〉 − ψ(~r1, t) |+〉 ⊗ ψ(~r2, t) |−〉)

=
1√
2
(χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)− χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)) . (141)

It shall describe two ensembles of entangled particles withthe same rest massm0 and opposite spin. The
one particle spin states in the first line of eq. (141) are all eigenstates with respect to a chosen axis~z and in
the second line, we have defined the functions

χ1(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡ ψ(~r1, t) |−〉 ⊗ ψ(~r2, t) |+〉 and χ2(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡ ψ(~r1, t) |+〉 ⊗ ψ(~r2, t) |−〉 .

The state in eq. (141) is the solution of a two particle Pauli equation without external electromagnetic fields.
This leads to a Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡
(

2
∑

n=1

−~
2∆N

n

2m0
+

2
∑

n=1

V̂ext(~rn, t)

)

(

1 0
0 1

)

, (142)

where the external potentials for the two particle systems agree at each timet:

V̂ext(~r1, t) = V̂ext(~r2, t) (143)

Similar as in eq. (104), the Pauli equation for the state of eq. (141) can be written as:

i~
∂

∂t
Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t) = Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)Ψ(~r1, ~r2, t)

=











1√
2
i~∂χ1(~r1,~r2)

∂t = 1√
2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ1(~r1, ~r2)

−
1√
2
i~∂χ2(~r1,~r2)

∂t = 1√
2
Ĥ(~r1, ~r2, t)χ2(~r1, ~r2)

(144)

For the particle ensembles described by eq. (144), the overall probability density is given by

ρ(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡
1

2
ρ1(~r1, ~r2, t) +

1

2
ρ2(~r1, ~r2, t), (145)
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with

ρ1(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡ χ+
1 (~r1, ~r2, t)χ1(~r1, ~r2, t)

= ψ∗(~r1, t)ψ(~r1, t) 〈− |−〉 ⊗ ψ∗(~r2, t)ψ(~r2, t) 〈+ |+ 〉
≡ ρ1↓(~r1, t)⊗ ρ1↑(~r2, t) (146)

and

ρ2(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡ χ+
2 (~r1, ~r2, t)χ2(~r1, ~r2, t)

= ψ∗(~r1, t)ψ(~r1, t) 〈+ |+〉 ⊗ ψ∗(~r2, t)ψ(~r2, t) 〈− |−〉
≡ ρ2↑(~r1, t)⊗ ρ2↓(~r2, t). (147)

Probability densities of many particle states are connected to the corresponding osmotic velocities via

~uN(~rN, t) ≡ − ~

2m0

~∇N ln
(

ρ(~rN, t)/ρ0
)

. (148)

Hence, after the tensor product inρ1(~r1, ~r2, t) is converted by the logarithm laws into a sum, we get for
~uNχ1(~r1, ~r2, t):

~uNχ1(~r1, ~r2, t) = − ~

2m0

~∇N
(

ln
(

(ρ1↓(~r1, t))1 /ρ0
)

+ ln
(

(ρ1↑(~r2, t))2 /ρ0
))

=

(

− ~

2m0

~∇ ln
(

(ρ1↓(~r1, t))1 /ρ0
)

− ~

2m0

~∇ ln
(

(ρ1↑(~r2, t))2 /ρ0
)

)

=

(

~u↓(~r1, t)
~u↑(~r2, t)

)

. (149)

Similarly,~uNχ2 in the Pauli equation forχ2(~r1, ~r2, t) is of the form~uNχ2(~r
N, t) ≡

(

~u↑(~r1, t)
~u↓(~r2, t)

)

.

The definition of the average velocity~vN
(

~rN, t
)

for a many particle ensemble is

~vN
(

~rN, t
)

≡ ~

m0

~∇Nϕ(~rN, t), (150)

whereϕ(~rN, t) is the phase of the many particle wave-function

Ψ(~rN, t) ≡ ±
√

ρ(~rN)eiϕ(~r
N). (151)

Writing χ1(~r1, ~r2, t) in the form of eq. (151)

χ1(~r1, ~r2, t) =
√

ρ↓(~r1, t)e
iϕ↓(~r1) ⊗

√

ρ↑(~r2, t)e
iϕ↑(~r2), (152)

we can identify the overall phase ofχ1(~r1, ~r2, t) as

ϕ1(~r1, ~r2, t) = ϕ↓(~r1, t) + ϕ↑(~r2, t). (153)

This yields

~vNχ1(~r1, ~r2, t) =
~

m0

~∇Nϕ1(~r1, ~r2, t) =

(

~v↓(~r1, t)
~v↑(~r2, t)

)

(154)

and we get~vNχ2(~r1, ~r2, t) ≡
(

~v↑(~r1, t)
~v↓(~r2, t)

)

in completely the same way.

The expressions for~uNχ1, ~u
N
χ2,~v

N
χ1,~v

N
χ2 imply, that the Pauli equation eq. (144) with the entangled

state in eq. (141) can be decomposed into2 two component differential equations, where~Fext
2 (~r2, t) =

~Fext
1 (~r1, t):











































d
dt~v↓(~r1, t)−

(

~u↓(~r1, t) · ~∇
)

~u↓(~r1, t) + ν∆~u↓(~r1, t) = 1
m0

~Fext
1 (~r1, t)

d
dt~v↑(~r2, t)−

(

~u↑(~r2, t) · ~∇
)

~u↑(~r2, t) + ν∆~u↑(~r2, t) = 1
m0

~Fext
2 (~r2, t)









d
dt~v↑(~r1, t)−

(

~u↑(~r1, t) · ~∇
)

~u↑(~r1, t) + ν∆~u↑(~r1, t) = 1
m0

~Fext
1 (~r1, t)

d
dt~v↓(~r2, t)−

(

~u↓(~r2, t) · ~∇
)

~u↓(~r2, t) + ν∆~u↓(~r2, t) = 1
m0

~Fext
2 (~r2, t)





(155)
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Eq. (155) is equivalent to eq. (144), but it contains the ensemble averages~u and~v of each particle
system directly. All equations in eq. (155) can be similarlyderived as the two equations in eq. (90), but the
derivation must be done for the~r1 and~r2 particle ensembles separately.

7.2 How the correlations of entangled states emerge in the local hidden variable
theory

Having converted the entangled state into equations of motion that can be derived from the previously
discussed hidden variable model, we will investigate in detail how the correlations of entangled systems
emerge from the viewpoint of these hidden variables.

The source in the EPR experiment produces particles of a defined spin direction with respect to the axis
~z. However, it is not able to prepare the spin states in separate beams like a Stern-Gerlach magnet, because
it does not divide the two spin ensembles spatially. Hence, the spin states of the particles emerging from
the source are a superposition of an↑ and a↓ state. As described in section7.2 the individual particles
in such a system have to undergo an exchange procedure between the{A ↑} and{B ↓} or the{B ↑} and

{B ↓} ensembles. The trajectories~xA(B)
j↑(↓)1(t) of the~r1 particles have to switch between their~vA↓ (~r1, t) and

~vB↑ (~r1, t) system as well as their~vA↑ (~r1, t) and~vB↓ (~r1, t) ensemble in eq. (155) during their flight. An

analogous procedure has to happen with the trajectories~x
A(B)
j↑(↓)2(t) of the~r2 ensembles.

We observe, that it is possible, to threat the~r1 and~r2 states completely disconnected, because in eq.
(155) they represent uncoupled statistical ensembles. They may even be spatially separated, in a way that
there is no contact between them. A measurement on one particle ensemble, say~r1, might change the
potentialV̂ext(~r1, t) in eq. (142). Along with this goes a change of the external force~Fext

1 (~r1, t). If the
action of the device was such, that~Fext

1 (~r1, t) 6= ~Fext
2 (~r2, t) at a certain timet, the equations governing the

~r1 system would be different from the equations for~r2. As a result, correlations in eq. (155) between both
ensembles would be lost. Obviously, the dynamics of the~r2 system is not be changed by something that
happens with the~r1 ensemble.

For the discussion of the EPR experiment, it is important to note, that there will still be correlations
between the two particle systems, if the experimenters at both measurement stations1 and2 choose the
settings of their devices in a way, that~Fext

1 (~r1, t) = ~Fext
2 (~r2, t) for all timest. This is exactly the situation,

when the two separated Stern-Gerlach magnets are rotated inthe same axis~µ = ~ν and the experiment is
done with (infinitely) many particle pairs.

To connect the present discussion with the content of section 3, we recall the definition of the spin
trajectories as stochastic processesφj1t~z andφj2t~z . We haveφj1(2)t~z =↑, if the trajectory~xA(B)

j1(2)(t) at time
t is in an↑ ensemble with respect to~z andφj1(2)t~z =↓, if the trajectory is in the↓ system at this time. One
gets exact anti-correlations between the spins of thej-th particle pair during its flight, if one can ensure that

φj1t~z 6= φj2t~z (156)

for all timest. This property gives rise to the state in eq. (141). It is a state, which describes the solution of
a Pauli equation with two separate particle ensembles whosespin states are oscillating in an opposite way.

During the flight of the particles to the detectors, the trajectory exchange has to be done such, that
if a trajectory changes its{A} ({B}) ensemble, its spin state has to change to the opposite value at the
same time. Similarly, if a particle changes its spin, its{A} ({B}) ensemble must change also. Transitions
{B ↑} → {A ↑}, {B ↓} → {A ↓}, {A ↑} → {A ↓} or {B ↑} → {B ↓} are not allowed. Otherwise, the
trajectories affected would not be described any more by a superposition of an↑ and a↓ state, where energy
conservation on the average holds.

The particles are interchanged from{A ↑} ({A ↓}) to {B ↓} ({B ↑}), when they are moving too fast in
the{A} system. Similarly, a change from{B ↑} ({B ↓}) to {A ↓} ({A ↑}) occurs, when their velocity is
too slow in the{B} system.

In each pair, the particles start having opposite spin and the same initial speed, due to momentum
conservation. Therefore, at timet = 0, the trajectories from each pair will be placed in the same{A} ({B})
ensemble, but in the opposite spin system.

With inter-particle forces being absent and equal externalforces, any differences in the velocity of the
two entangled particles can be caused by the random forces~FBrown

j1(2) only. Hence, we may demand that

~FBrown
j1 (t) = ~FBrown

j2 (t) (157)
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for all j and each timet. Then, the velocities of the two entangled trajectories from every particle pair
will coincide at all times, after they started with the same speed in the identical{A} ({B}) ensemble.
Accordingly, the particles will switch their{A} ({B}) system in the same way during their flight. Each
placement in another{A} ({B}) ensemble changes the particle’s spin state to the opposite.Since the spin
ensemble of the particles is opposite from the beginning att = 0, the spin trajectories of both particles will
take opposite valuesφj1t~z 6= φj2t~z for all timest > 0. To fulfil the requirement of eq. (157), a theory must
not necessarily incorporate a signalling mechanism between (~r1, t) and(~r2, t). This can be easily seen by
an explicit construction of a local model, where eq. (157) holds.

The only constraint on the random forces was, that they have aGaussian distribution. Now consider
the following mechanism: A real random number generator sets a valueλj ∈ R for eachj-th particle
pair at preparation stage. This valueλj is similar to the hidden parameter in Bell’s original work [4], but
independent for eachj-th particle pair generated by the source.

In our model,λj serves as the starting value for two pseudo random number generators of the same type.
Pseudo random number generators are deterministic procedures which, if initialised with the same starting
valueλj , always produce the same series. After they were initialised at t = 0, we let the two generators
produce Gaussian distributed and time dependent series~FBrown

j1 (t, λj) and~FBrown
j2 (t, λj). These series are

the random forces of thej-th trajectories for the~r1 and~r2 particles. Because they only depend on their
common starting valueλj ∈ R, eq. (157) holds at each time. There is no signalling mechanism between
the two disconnected forces, since they simply depend on their common past.

At first sight, one may think, that our a procedure would set upa deterministic passively local theory.
Indeed, for~FBrown

j1 (t, λj) and~FBrown
j2 (t, λj), there is a preparation eventλj , which determines all later

values of these forces. However, one does not have access to the Gaussian distributed random forces on the
probability space, but only to the two spin values on the measurable space of the random variables.

The proof in section4 was with regards the sigma algebrasFjS , Fj1 andFj2. They contain those
events, that determine the accessible spin results in the measurable spaces of the EPR experiment for sure.
However, the set of theoretically possible events in the probability space for the Gaussian distributed force
fields ~FBrown

j1(2) (t, λj) is considerably larger than the set of the two spin values in the measurable space.
Hence, every element inFjS , Fj1 andFj2 must be a union event of many theoretically possible outcomes
of the force fields, which all lead to the same spin result in the measurable space.

For an entangled particle that flies to a detector, the condition of deterministic passive locality would
imply, that a union event of certain outcomes of the random force happens at the first time step. All events in
this union must lead to the same spin state of the particle at that time. By deterministic passive locality, the
spin result of a given particle at preparation stage has to determine the particle’s spin value at the detector.
Accordingly, the union event for the Brownian forces at the first time step has to determine another union
of events at later times. The latter consists of outcomes forthe random force at a time, where the particle
has arrived in the Stern-Gerlach magnet. In particular, allevents in this predetermined union must be such,
that they lead to the same particular spin state. It can be seen from a simple example, that even if the
theoretically possible events of the time dependent randomforces are predetermined for eachj-th particle
pair by a hidden parameterλj , deterministic passive locality can be easily violated.

Let the spin trajectoryφj=1,1,t~z of a particle, which is in a pairj = 1 and will fly to detector1, start

in the{A ↑} ensemble. The velocity of this particle at timet = 0 can be denoted by
∣

∣

∣
~̇xAj=1,↑1(t = 0)

∣

∣

∣
and

the particle’s spin trajectory at that time isφj=1,1,t=0~z =↑. The particle will have to be placed in the{B ↓}
ensemble, if its velocity

∣

∣

∣
~̇xAj=1,↑1(t)

∣

∣

∣
is higher than the arithmetic mean

vAB(~r1, t) ≡
∣

∣~vA(~r1, t)
∣

∣+
∣

∣~vB(~r1, t)
∣

∣

2
(158)

of the ensemble average velocities from the{A ↑} and the{B ↓} system.

The velocity
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj=1,↑1(t)
∣

∣

∣ is a function of~FBrown
j=1,1 (t, λj=1). For a given random starting valueλj=1 ∈ R

of the pseudo random number generators, we let the Brownian force at timet = 1 take a value

~FBrown
j=1,1 (t = 1, λj=1) ≡ ξ1. (159)

It may be, thatξ1 leads to a particle velocity of
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj=1,↑1(t = 1)
∣

∣

∣ ≤ vAB(~r1, t = 1). Then, no change of the

spin trajectory takes place and we get:

φj=1,1,t=0~z = φj=1,1,t=1~z .
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Similarly, at timet = 2, let the pseudo random number generator produce the value

~FBrown
j=1,1 (t2, λj=1) ≡ ξ2 (160)

such, that
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj=1,↑1(t = 2)
∣

∣

∣ ≤ vAB(~r1, t = 2). Still, no change ofφj=1,1,t=2~z happens and we can write

φj=1,1,t=0~z = φj=1,1,t=1~z = φj=1,1,t=2~z . (161)

There could be another pairj = 2, for which the particle1 that goes through detector1 starts in the{A ↑}
ensemble. The forces related to this particle may be driven by another random starting valueλj=2 6= λj=1.
Obviously, it is well possible, that we get forλj=2 at t = 1:

~FBrown
j=2,1 (t = 1, λj=2) ≡ δ1 ≈ ξ1, (162)

with δ1 such, that
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj=2,↑1(t = 1)
∣

∣

∣ ≤ vAB(~r1, t = 1), and thereby

φj=2,1,t=0~z = φj=2,1,t=1~z (163)

again. Yet, fort = 2, we may get withλj=2

~FBrown
j=2,1 (t = 2, λj=2) ≡ δ2 >> ξ2, (164)

whereδ2 causes a significant change in the velocity, leading to
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj=2,↑1(t = 2)
∣

∣

∣ > vAB(~r1, t = 2). As a

consequence, the particle in the{A ↑} ensemble would be placed in the{B ↓} ensemble at this time, taking

the velocity
∣

∣

∣~̇xBj=2,↓1(t = 2)
∣

∣

∣. If so, the spin trajectory would become:

φj=2,1,t=0~z = φj=2,1,t=1~z 6= φj=2,1,t=2~z . (165)

When the particles arrive in the Stern-Gerlach magnets of the EPR experiment, their spin states trans-
form with axis dependent probabilities to an up or to a down state once again, due to the application ofQ

from eq. (121). By eq. (133) and eq. (134), the axes of the magnets can be selected in a way, that for a given
outcome, these probabilities are different from unity. In this case, the decision, to what spin ensemble an
individual trajectory~xA(B)

j1(2)(t) will change, is random. Since the only probabilistic elements in our theory
are the Brownian forces, they must be solely responsible forthat random decision. The requirement of eq.
(157) is, that for two entangled trajectories~xA(B)

j1 (t) and~xA(B)
j2 (t), the time dependent Brownian forces co-

incide at each timet. If the two detectors in the EPR experiment have identical settings~µ = ~ν, the external
forces in eq. (155) also agree at every time:~Fext

1 (~r1, t) = ~Fext
2 (~r2, t)

In other words: If the settings of the detectors in an EPR experiment coincide, the entangled trajectories
~x
A(B)
j1 (t) and~xA(B)

j2 (t) are under equal forces at each time. Accordingly, as described above, the two
trajectories would change their positions, velocities, aswell as their{A} and{B} ensemble simultaneously
in the same, but their spin ensemble in an exactly opposite way. It is this mechanism, which gives rise to
the observed correlations at the detectors.

That our theory reproduces the results of quantum mechanicsby the violation of passive locality can be
easily seen, if we select an angleθ = 2π at the measurement devices in eq. (133) and eq. (134). For theup
state in eq. (161) att = 2, one would then get a spin up result in detector1 for sure. Similarly, for spin state
in eq. (165) att = 2, a down state would be measured at station1 for sure. These are opposite measurement
results for two particlesj = 1 andj = 2, that started both with spin up at the source and went to detector
1. Hence, there is no event at preparation stage, which determines a specific results at the detector. This
corresponds to the failure of deterministic passive locality.

We have to remark, that even if the model with the pseudo random number generators may look terribly
artificial, it would nevertheless be difficult to test. Especially, because the initial valueλj is assumed to be a
real random number, the statistics of{σ1~µ} and{σ2~ν} would equal the properties of real random numbers,
if infinitely many particle pairsj are considered.

An objection against such a model could seem to be experiments with entanglement swapping [36]. In
those setups, the pairs of entangled particles are generated by two spatially separated sources. To describe
these experiments with the model above, two changes have to be made:
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The area of the particle source in section3.1 has to be replaced by a slice in which the two particle
sources are. The slice must be disjoint from the future conesof the two Stern-Gerlach magnets and all
proofs in section3 and4 work as before. In section7.2, eq. (157) has to hold for the Brownian forces at
the two separated particle sources. Nevertheless, it is possible to find a spatial region, where the past cones
of the two sources intersect. At this place, a common causeλj ∈ R could well be established, leading
to eq. (157). Hence, even with entangled particles which areproduced by two independent sources, there
is no need for hidden variable theories to include an instantaneous connection between spatially separated
regions.

It is well known, that entanglement phenomena are not restricted to spin states. For example, according
to quantum mechanics, exact correlations between positions of entangled particles should be observed,
when they are emitted by the source at almost the same time. A first outline of an experiment to investigate
this behaviour was presented in [37] and the analogue of thissetup for photons was realised in [38]. Lastly
in [39], a concrete proposal for an experiment with materialparticles has been made, which still waits
for its realisation. Here, we only mention, that the correlations predicted by quantum mechanics for these
situations are naturally explained by our local model. Obviously, if two particles are ejected within an
interval smaller than the course grained timescaleτ = ~

2kB T of the Brownian motion process, the discussion
above leads to exactly correlated behaviour of the two particle’s trajectories in position and time.

To violate Bell’s inequalities in the EPR experiment with a local model, it does suffice to assume that
the Gaussian distributed random forces~FBrown

j1 (t), ~FBrown
j2 (t) have a kind of “memory” of their past. Never-

theless, the author has to admit the somewhat incomplete nature of this article because the model developed
above is artificial. To give a more physical reason for eq. (157), one would need further studies. In fact,
passive locality may be violated with many other hidden variable theories, all sharing the property, that the
events at one measurement apparatus do not influence the events at another spatially separated one. Besides
from Edward Nelson, who gave two examples of such theories, adifferent model with similar locality fea-
tures was published recently in [40]. The authors of this article do not study Bell’s theorem in the language
of advanced mathematical probability, as it was done by Nelson, but they seem to share his opinion about
the meaning of passive locality.

Here, we wish to leave it at that, with a citation by Edward Nelson from a popular talk. It shows, that
behaviour which is similar to entanglement is in fact commonly observed in stochastically evolving systems
and not at all confined to quantum mechanical objects:

”The snowflake problem is this: The inexhaustible variety ofsnowflakes makes it evident that chance
plays a major role in their development, yet they always preserve hexagonal symmetry – how does a portion
of the snowflake growing at random on one side know to grow in precisely the same fashion as its partner
all the way over on the other side? This is mysterious but not beyond understanding” [41]. “Similar
phenomena are well known to occur in the study of random fields. [...] Perhaps the results of correlated
spin experiments are ultimately no more, and no less, mysterious than is the random growth of snowflakes
with hexagonal symmetry” [9].

8 Objections against Nelson’s theorem

8.1 The argument of Ballentine and Zeilinger

The basic argument in Nelson’s (and Jarret’s) reasoning is,that two disconnected random variablesφj1~µ
andφj2~ν may generate events{σj1~µ} and{σj2~ν} for which passive locality fails, or

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{

σj1~µ
⋂

σj2~ν

∣

∣

∣FjS
}

6= Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν
{σj1~µ| FjS}Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

{σj2~ν | FjS} . (166)

Moreover, Nelson and Jarret explicitly wrote, that this canhappen without any a signalling mechanism in
the theory which produces the events in question. The latterstatement, although mathematically correct,
has raised criticisms from physicists since it was made. Forexample, in his famous introductory textbook,
Ballentine [42] writes:

,,There have been some debates as to whether the factorisation of the probability is justified by the lo-
cality condition alone, or whether it requires some additional stronger assumptions. If so, the contradiction
may be blamed on those additional assumptions. The issue is subtle, but fortunately it is now irrelevant,
since the new proof in [43] does not make use of probability”.
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That the work in [43] does not make use of probability is true,however, it only does account for deter-
ministic hidden variable theories of a sort, where the events at the particle source are equivalent to the ones
at the detectors. The authors are aware of this, noting at page1138 in their article:

,,The salvaging strategy could consist in [...] a stochastic local theory in contrast to a deterministic local
theory which has been considered so far in this paper”.

They then go on, writing that these so called “stochastic local theories“ would be impossible. They
claim, this would have been thoroughly investigated in [44,45]. Furthermore, they mention the existence
of so called ,,equivalence theorems” [46, 47]. Those are said to show, that each stochastic local hidden
variable theory could be duplicated by a deterministic passively local one. But in all the articles they cite,
every author only considers theories, where passive locality is assumed to hold ( [44] makes this assumption
in his eq. (5), [45] make it at pp.528 in their eqs.(2), (2′), [46] at page776 in eq. (7a), and [47] at pp.
1306 and1308). In fact, it is only for this case, where an equivalence to deterministic passive locality can
be proven. We conclude, that the proof in [43] does not call actively local hidden variable theories into
question, where only passive locality fails.

8.2 The argument of D̈urr

Furthermore, there exist claims, which try to derive Bell’stheorem in its original form of eq. (53), but
without the assumption of passive locality. These ,,derivations” (e.g. [48] at page 182) do not write the
inequality with a whole family of axis dependent probability measuresPφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

for device dependent
events{σj1~µ} ∈ Fj1 and{σj2~ν} ∈ Fj2. Instead, they are using one single and detector independent
measurePj~z for events, which are thought to be produced by the source andas, nevertheless, dependent on
the axes of the detectors.

This is problematic, because if we compute the correlation coefficient

E (~µ, ~ν) ≡ 〈Ψ | (~µ~σ)1 ⊗ (~ν~σ)2 |Ψ〉 (167)

with the state of eq. (141), we are definitely led to eq. (39), and to a family of axis dependent measures
Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

.
By using one probability measure for axis dependent events generated by the particle source, we would

only be able to investigate theories, where an intrinsic particle property is defined at preparation stage, that
determines the results at the two detectors for each conceivable pair of axes.

Yet it may be possible, that the source generates particles whose properties are changed later on by the
Stern-Gerlach magnets. In this case, a hidden variable model of the EPR experiment has to use an enlarged
probability space. The events at preparation stage take place in a smaller space and their probabilities do
not depend on the detector’s axes, whereas the events at the detectors happen in the enlarged probability
space. A natural assumption is, that the events at the two separated measurement stations are generated
by two families of completely uncoupled but device dependent random variables. Accordingly, we arrive
at a family of axis dependent probability measuresPφj1~µ⊗φj2~ν

for the joint probabilities of events at the
two Stern-Gerlach magnets. Because the probability measures from the formalism of quantum mechanics
are of the same structure, we believe that Nelson’s mathematical analysis of the EPR experiment is the
correct one. At this point, we want to remark, that the impossibility to write the EPR experiment on one
single probability space and the need for the inclusion of the detector settings in the corresponding random
variables, was also mentioned recently by Khrennikov in [49].

Nevertheless, it is possible to confine oneself to a single and axis independent measurePj~z on one
probability space, if passive locality is explicitly stated to hold. With that proposition and the proof in
section4, one can trace back the experimentally relevant axis dependent events{σj1~µ} ∈ Fj1 and{σj2~ν} ∈
Fj2 at the detectors to equivalent events{xj1~z} ∈ FjS at the common preparation stage. Due to active
locality, all events inFjS cannot depend on the settings at the detectors. Therefore,

Pφj1~µ⊗φj2~µ
{xj1~z} = Pφj1~µ′⊗φj2~ν′ {xj1~z} (168)

is fulfilled with ~µ′ and~ν′ as arbitrary axes and we are able to write an axis independentmeasurePj~z for the
events{xj1~z}. We conclude, that in a theory, where passive and active localality holds, one can work with
a single measurePj~z for detector independent events. A proof of Bell’s theorem that goes exactly this way
can be found in [12].
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Figure 5: Velocity distribution of the particles in the{A} ensemble. Only those particles within a very

small velocity interval of width
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣ aroundvAB(~r, t) will be interchanged because of the disturbance.

8.3 The argument of Redhead, stability against disturbances

A different argument against stochastic hidden variable theories was raised by Redhead in [52] (who
presents in his book at pp. 98 a proof of Bell’s theorem which is very similar to that of Nelson, although
with some differences). He argues, that stochastic hidden parameter theories would be impossible and ad-
vances this opinion with the following observation: Redhead asserts, that under natural conditions, one can
never exclude small disturbances, which might happen erroneously to a single particle (maybe through a
random disturbance by the gases of the air in the laboratory). Redhead then defines, what he calls “the most
general perturbation” that “is not a phase shift” as

u(~n, ϑ) ≡ e(~σ~n)2ϑ/2, (169)

where~n is an arbitrary unit vector andϑ is an angle about0 ≤ ϑ < 4π. This perturbation should be
confined to one part of the overall Hilbert space, e.g.H2 only. Then, the entangled state in eq. (141) will
transform to

Ψ′(~r1, ~r2, t) →
1√
2
(ψ(~r1, t) |−〉 ⊗ u(~n, ϑ)ψ(~r2, t) |+〉 − ψ(~r1, t) |+〉 ⊗ u(~n, ϑ)ψ(~r2, t) |−〉) . (170)

Redhead concludes, that withΨ′(~r1, ~r2, t), the exact correlations observed in EPR experiments will belost
for certain axes of the detectors. Nevertheless, entanglement can be experimentally investigated through
long distances over 100 kilometres in the air [50], where small perturbations acting on single particles
cannot be avoided.

Yet, in spirit of Ballentine’s ensemble interpretation [51], a quantum mechanical state may not describe
individual particles, but rather an infinitely large statistical ensemble of trajectories. In this case, a pertur-
bation like eq. (169) would correspond to a disturbance of anentire statistical ensemble of infinitely many
particles for a sufficiently long time. Moreover, if defined as above,u(~n, ϑ) acts on every particle of that
system in exactly the same way. This has nothing to do with a small erroneous disturbance that may happen
accidentally to individual particles in the laboratory.

In this context, we want to show, that our theory is in some sense especially robust against small dis-
turbances, at least if they act on individual particles. Fora long distance entanglement experiment, it is a
reasonable requirement, to expect large uncorrelated external forces~Fext

2 (~r2, t) and~Fext
1 (~r1, t), which act

on the particles during their flight, to be absent. It is well known, that without external forces, the Langevin
equations (66) lead to a Maxwell distribution of the particle’s velocity. Accordingly, most~r1 particles in
the{A} or {B} ensembles have a velocity around one centre≈

∣

∣~vA(~r1, t)
∣

∣ or≈
∣

∣~vB(~r1, t)
∣

∣.

Without loss of generalisation, we assume that a small disturbance~δj1(t) induces a slightly different
velocity of thej-th ~r1 particle in the{A ↑} ensemble at a point(~r1, t) in space-time:

~̇x
′A
j↑1(t) ≡ ~̇xAj↑1(t) + ~δj1(t) (171)

We define~δj1(t) to be small, if the half-width of the particle’s velocity distribution is far greater than
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣. Moreover, the disturbance should be small enough, that theperturbation can’t change the statistics
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of the entire ensemble through the trajectory exchange mechanism. The latter requirement is equivalent to
the condition

∣

∣vAB(~r1, t)−
∣

∣~vA(~r1, t)
∣

∣

∣

∣ >>
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣ . (172)

Additionally, we expect the components of~δj1(t) to be fluctuating with zero mean.

A particle is replaced from the{A ↑} to the {B ↓} system, if its velocity
∣

∣

∣~̇x
′A
j↑1(t)

∣

∣

∣ is higher than

vAB(~r1, t). Since the average of each component in~δj1(t) is assumed to be zero, the disturbance does
not contribute tovAB(~r1, t). Hence,

∣

∣

∣vAB(~r1, t)−
∣

∣

∣~̇xAj↑1(t)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣ <
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣ (173)

has to hold, if the perturbation~δj1(t) is the only reason for~xAj↑1(t) to be placed in an ensemble. The

particles fulfilling eq. (173) are in a small velocity interval of width
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣ aroundvAB(~r1, t) (see fig. 5).

Since
∣

∣

∣

~δj1(t)
∣

∣

∣ is assumed to be much smaller than the half-width of the particle’s velocity distribution,

the number of trajectories for which eq. (173) holds, will below. Because of
∣

∣vB(~r1, t)
∣

∣ < vAB(~r1, t) <
∣

∣vA(~r1, t)
∣

∣ , (174)

eq. (172) and eq. (173), the interval in which the disturbance is able to change the ensemble of a particle,
is far away from the centre

∣

∣~vA(~r1, t)
∣

∣, where most trajectories are found. This further reduces the number

of particles that can be affected by~δj1(t).
We conclude, that only a very small number of trajectories changes its (spin-) ensemble solely because

of ~δj1(t). Hence, the disturbance merely results in a reduced efficiency of the entanglement, but not to its
breakdown. For this reason, the theory we have constructed is especially robust against small disturbances
unavoidable in a laboratory, in contrast to the claims by [52].

9 Conclusions and outlook

9.1 What has been achieved

The most popular argument against hidden variable theorieswith particle trajectories is, as commonly be-
lieved from Bell’s words: That [those theories] “require a mechanism, whereby the setting of one measuring
device can influence the reading of another device” and “moreover, the signal involved must propagate in-
stantaneously”. As shown by Edward Nelson whose analysis wereviewed here, this assertion is physically
unfounded. Specially designed stochastic processes can violate Bell’s inequalities at two separated loca-
tions without any contact at all. We have mathematically analysed, what such a behaviour really does imply
for a stochastic theory and we have constructed a corresponding theory by ourselves.

9.2 Possibility of relativistic extension

Unfortunately, our theory has, at least till now, no relativistic extension. Stochastic mechanics of the origi-
nal form in which Nelson wrote it down, had severe conceptualdifficulties in the relativistic domain. These
problems arose due to the Markov property of the stochastic process one had to use. In fact it was shown,
that the definition of a Markov process on Minkowski space would lead either to determinism or the vi-
olation of causality [53–55]. Nevertheless, with some different assumptions for the process involved, the
Klein-Gordon equation in four dimensions [56–61] as well asthe Dirac equation in 1+1 dimensions [62–64]
could be derived in various works.

We emphasise, that unlike Nelson’s original formulation, the theory of Fritsche and Haugk describes a
non-markovian stochastic process and thereby it avoids theno-go theorems of [53–55]. However, to rewrite
the Fritsche-Haugk model in a manifestly covariant form, one would need a fully formulated theory of
special relativistic Brownian motion (at least if one wouldtry to derive the theory from Langevin equations).
Regrettably, although such a theory certainly must exist (since non-relativistic Brownian motion does), it
seems, that besides from some recent attempts [65–67], no one was able to write it down completely.
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At this point, we want to mention, that the authors of [19] show at pp. 386, their eqs. (69) can, after
an approximation, directly be casted into the Navier-Stokes equations. We have in eq. (69) for the{A}
system:

∂

∂t

(

~vA − ~uA
)

+
(

~vA + ~uA
)

· ~∇
(

~vA − ~uA
)

− ν∆
(

~vA − ~uA
)

=
1

m0

~Fext (175)

Noting that~vAc = ~vA − ~uA, we are able to write:

∂

∂t
~vAc +

(

~vAc + 2~uA
)

· ~∇~vAc − ν∆~vAc =
1

m0

~Fext (176)

If we set~uA = ~∇ρ(~r, t) = 0 andρ~Fext = −~∇p(~r, t), wherep(~r, t) is the pressure andρ ≡ m0ρ(~r, t)
defines the mass density, we get the Navier-Stokes equation of a fluid:

ρ
∂

∂t
~vAc + ρ

(

~vAc · ~∇
)

~vAc − νρ∆~vAc + ~∇p(~r, t) = 0 (177)

For eq. (177), various manifestly covariant formulations have been proposed [68–71]. To derive the rel-
ativistic version of eq. (177) from first principles, one typically starts with relativistic Boltzmann equa-
tions [72–74]. Because of the close similarity between eq. (177) and eq. (69), it seems at least plausible,
that it might be possible to formulate the theory of Fritscheand Haugk in a relativistic setting.

9.3 Problems of standard quantum mechanics in curved space-times, which might
be absent in the model of Fritsche and Haugk

It is known, that in curved space-times there exists an ambiguity, if one wants to derive quantum mechanical
operators. Usually, we are advised by the correspondence principle to make the replacementpi → p̂i ≡
−i~ ∂

∂qi
for the momentum operator, withqi as the generalised coordinate of the particle. In Cartesian

coordinates, the Hamilton function of a free particle isHfree ≡ p2x+p
2

y+p
2

z

2m0
. Using the replacement rule of

the correspondence principle, we can get the free quantum mechanical Hamilton operator:

Ĥfree = − ~

2m0

(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)

= − ~

2m0
∆ (178)

We may convert its Laplacian in cylindrical coordinatesρ, ϕ, z and derive the free Hamiltonian in the new
coordinate system:

Ĥfree = − ~

2m0

(

∂2

∂ρ2
+

∂

ρ∂ρ
+

∂2

ρ2∂ϕ2
+

∂2

∂z2
. (179)

Now, we want to derive this operator in cylindrical coordinates from the beginning. We start with the
classical Lagrange function for a free particle:

Lfree(qi, q̇i) ≡
m0

2
(ρ̇2 + ρ2ϕ̇2 + ż2) (180)

If we insert the particle’s momentumpρ =
∂Lfree

∂ρ̇ = m0ρ̇, pϕ = ∂Lfree

∂ϕ̇ = m0ρ
2ϕ̇, pz =

∂Lfree

∂ż = m0ż, we
get the following expression forHfree(pi, qi, q̇i) ≡

∑

piq̇i − Lfree:

Hfree(pi, qi, q̇i) = pρρ̇+ pϕϕ̇+ pz ż − Lfree =
1

2m0

(

p2ρ +
p2ϕ
ρ2

+ p2z

)

(181)

After using the replacement rules defined by correspondenceprinciple, we arrive at:

Ĥfree = − ~

2m0

(

∂2

∂ρ2
+

∂2

ρ2∂ϕ2
+

∂2

∂z2

)

(182)

Unfortunately, eq. (182) is different from eq. (179) and wrong. A similar problem is present in the path
integral formalism in similar form. (Although a technique,which at least seems to overcome some of
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those problems with path integrals was recently developed:[75]) Generally speaking, the above mentioned
paradox implies, that the naive rules of the correspondenceprinciple do only work, if applied on Cartesian
coordinates. In the curved space-times of general relativity, there is no such coordinate system. Thereby,
one cannot give, for example, an unambiguous expression forthe probability density of an electron near the
singularity of a black hole.

Unlike in ordinary quantum mechanics, in stochastic mechanics the quantum mechanical operators are
not simply defined as replacement rules. Instead, their expressions are derived completely from classical
equations (see [19] at pp. 290). It might well be, that it is possible to extend the theory of Fritsche and
Haugk to special and general relativity via a derivation of its classical diffusion equations (69) in covariant
form from relativistic Boltzmann equations. Then, as in theCartesian case, one might get information about
the form of the quantum mechanical operators, but for curvedspace-times. As a result, we could be able to
understand the behaviour of quantum objects near space-time singularities.
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